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A Comparison of tbe Picaresque Methods 

of Defoe and Lesage. 

Tbe following comparison of the picaresque methods employed 

by Lesage and Defoe is limited to Le Diable Boiteux and Gil Blas 

of Lesage, Captain Singleton, Colonel Jack and Moll Flanders of 

Defoe. Sources are considered only as they relate to the methods 

of the two writers. The introductory chapter on the Spanish 

novela picaresca is included to make the later discussion more in

telligible. The purpose of the paper is to attempt to prove that 

both Lesage and Defoe, while continuing to employ the picaresque 
...,,. 

form, tend, the one toward "le roman de moeurs", and, the other, 

toward the thesis novel or the novel of reform and the novel of 

pure adventure. Incidentally, it might not be beside the point 

to discredit the prevalent theory that Defoe was influenced by the 

Gil Blas of Lesage; a theory which appears to have no justifica

tion beyond the mere external evidence of the publication of the 

first six books of Gil Blas in 1715, several years prior to De

foe's own attempts in the picaresque field. 
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Chapter I. THE PICARESQUE NOVEL. 

The several definitions of the novela picaresca and a brief 

review of its modifications, together with a summary of the phil

osophy of the true picaro of Spain are given to make the later dis

cussion of Defoe and Lesage more intelligible and discriminating. 

Chandler: "As conceived in Spain and matured in France, the picar

esque novel is the comic biography (or more often the auto-biogra 

phy}of an anti-hero who makes his way in the world through t he ser

vice of masters, satirizing their personal faults as ~ell as their 

trades and prof essions. It possesses, therefore, two poles of in

terest,- one the rogue and his tricks, the other, the manners he 
1 

pillories." Fonger de Haan: "The novela picaresca is the auto-

biography of a picaro, a rogue, a nd in that form a s atire upon the 

conditions and persons of the time tha t gives it birth."2 

Like all other types of literature, the picaresque novel 

seems to have had numerous literary antecedents on the continent. 
3 

11 aster Reynard", the anti-hero of the Roman de Renart, a bestiary 

romance of the ~ddle Ages, and the G-erman rogue stories of the 

tricks of " il Eulenspiegel" are sometimes mentioned as possible 

forerunners of the picaresque re a lism. Doubtless Rabela is's 

1. F. • Chandler, "Literature of Roguery", vol. I, p. 5. 
2. Fonger de Haan, "An Outline of the ovela Picaresca in Spain", 

p. 1. 
3. J. J. Jusserand,"English ovel in the Time of Shakespeare ",p.292 

A. . • Chisholm, "Recreations of a Physician", p. 228. 
Fonger de Haan, "An Outline of the Novela Picaresca in Spain, 

pp. 6-7. 
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"Panurge", "Encolpius" of Petronius and "Phormio" of Terence helped 

to form the character of the picaro hero. The Asinus Aureus of 

Apuleius perhaps suggested the auto-biographic form. In Spain the 

Celestinas which satirize all classes of society in their relation 

to one another, and the Libro de Cantares of the Arcipreste de Hita 

in which he describes himself as an unscrupulous person, over-fond 

of women, are considered as leading up to the picaresque, yet by no 

means meeting its requirements . 

The hero of the novela picaresca, the picaro, is defined as 

a "person of the lowest class , ragged and dirty, who is employed in 

low work; to which was later added t~a meaning ' astuter; he who by 
4 

skill and dissimulation atta ins what he desires" . The etymology 

of the word picaro, in spite of the efforts of numerous scholars , 

has remained uncertain . The derivation of the word from pica, a 

lance, or from 'picar ' , to pick up, is unsatisfactory . "The picaro 

was first mentioned in literature in a letter by Eugenio de Salo

zar, written probably not later than 1660 . He is here defined as 

in the company of the worst rabble in the city . The picaro was a 

member of a class that bore a bad reputation. He did not work for 

a living, spent what he could get on eating and drinking . and did 
5 

not concern himself about honor". "The picaro as an actual mem 

bar of Spanish s ociety formerly designated the boy who stands with 
6 

his basket in the market place to carry what is intrusted to him . 11 

The picaro of Spain is neither the criminal English rogue nor is 

he the philosophical French 'gueux: '. He is a trickster, a knave, 

4 . Fonger de Haan, "Outline of the Novela Picaresaa", p . 2. 
5. II IT 11 11 H II II IT P • 4. 
6 . " " " " " " " " p . 2. 
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if you will, but he never descends to pure villainy. "He may cheat 

at Ctirds or snatch purses . He may forge a check or a will . He may 

beg with a painted ulcer, or float a commercial bubble ...... He may 

levy blackmail, play the quack, crack a safe, or even rob on the 

highway. But the use of personal violence usually ends his career 

· 1 . '7 as a rogue and stamps him the vi lain.' 

This ragged vagabond, our picaro hero, has a philosophy su

perior to the wear and tear of the road. His motto "sequere sortem" 

relieves him of all worldly cares. He is by turns human, sympathet

ic, lovable; tricky, thievish and unreliable-- a melange of Oliver 

Goldsmith and Fran9ois Villon. We forgi ve him the faithless, shame

less avowals of his own trickery only because they are so filled 

with a bouyancy and joy of living, which result from much eating and 

little moral reflection. The picaro fasts when he is full and eats 

when he is hungry. "He is ever young in spirit and devoid of con-
8 

science". A happy sense of irresponsibility adds to his charm. 

Through all his numerous adventures "his conscience remains untouch-

ed and a moral sense is denied him". He fails to recognize the dis-

tinction of meum and tuum----

............ the good old rule 
Sufficeth him, the simple plan 
That they should take who have the power 
.And they should keep who can". 

The picaros were soldiers of fortune. They abandoned them

selves to "la bonne chance", like Guzman who "prit le chemin qui 
9 

sembla le plus agreable, allant ou il pouvait."As he naively puts it 

"mes pieds me conduisaient et je les suivais"~O Like Gil Blas they 

7. F. • Chandler, "Li tera:ture of Roguery", vol. I, p. 4. 
8. Taylorian Lectures (188 -99). H. B. Clarke, p. 315. 
9. Guzman D'Alfarache, Livre I, Chap.V. Traduit par Lesage. 
lQ • If If If If II II If ff If 
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rose from "des bas en hauts", or more often fell from "des hauts en 

bas". This sudden change of fortune engendered in the picaro a 

certain philosophy not without its attraction. The adventures by 

the roadside, the unknown tomorrow, while appealing to their pas

sionate desire for adventure also induced a kind of fortitude 

against misadventure. The Spanish call this atti tude "la conform

idad"--a kind of Oriental fatalism, but it is distinguished from 

the latter because it demands patience, gaiety, and serene con

fidence. "Elle est le secret d'accepter les choses comme elles 

Yiennent, de se distraire et de se consoler; elle rend la joie 
11 

facile, et on dirait qu'elle ctesarme le destin". All picaros are 

depicted as the playthings of destiny. Their philosophy and wis-

dom are learned in the school of hard knocks,and like Guzman they 

find that the surest remedy from outrages is to scorn them. Not

withstanding the autobiographical form employed, the novela picares 

ca is an impersonal detached recital, never attempting to .excuse or 

weaken the hero'£ faults. "Ils sont comme Dieux l'a voulu". They 

confess with ironical indifference to their fate. "Tls peignent 

comme ils le voient, le monde qui les entourent; ils se peignent 
12 

" ' ' eUEnemes a peu pres tels qu'ils sont ' . 

These traits of picaresque activity and philosophy are found 

in the first picaresque novel in Spain, La Vida de Lazarillo de 

Tormes, which appeared in 1554. It was formerly ascribed to Diego 

endoza, but this attribution is now commonly rejected on the au

thority of Morel-Fatio 's study of the Lazarillo. Fonger de Haan 

thinks that it is the real auto-biography of a mature person of the 

11. G. Reynier, Le Roman Realiste au XVII Siecle, p. 51. 
12 0 11 11 II II II II IT p • 5 5 • 
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lower class who passed through adventures similar to those related . 

The simplicity of the narrative justifies this supposition and the 

parallel case of Le Page Disgracie of Tristan l ' Hermite makes the 

theory even more plausible . The book is a satire on the existing 

social conditions under the reign of Charles 5th. The boy, Lazarus 

of low birth, serves successively as leader of a blind man, servant 

to a mean priest, squire to a poor but proud Hidalgo, messenger to 

a beggarly monk, boy to a vendor of indulgences, assistant to a 

sign-board painter and an alguazil, culminating his fine career as 

town-crier of Toledo, an office scarcely less enviable than that of 

public executioner. The keynote of the book is hunger. Lazarillo's 

only thought is to keep his stomach well filled at the expense of 

his master, or if that is impossible to profit by all chances of 

the road, begging, lying and stealing with equal skill. Young La-

zarillo is a trickster, a rascal, yet withal a lovable rogue. He 

comments with nice wit on his various masters. Especially does he 

vent his satire on the clergy- the priest and the pardoner. He 

never descends to mere moralizing----he merely relates, pausing to 

comment with sharp humor on the frailties of humanity as he views 

it. The Lazarillo meets the requirements of Fonger de Haan's defi

nition. It is "the prose auto-biography of a real (?) person who 

strives by fair means and by foul to make a living and in relating 

his e£perience in various classes of society, points out the evils 
13 

which come under his observation". The Vida de Lazarillo de 

Tormes was followed by Aleman's Guzman de Alfarache in 1599; Los 

arcos de Obregon of Espinel, el Bu on of Quevedo, and a horde of 

the same type continued through the seventeenth cent ury, all having 

13. Fonger de Haan, "Outline of the Novela Picaresca", p . 8 . 
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for their hero, the picaro, and for their purpose, the satirical 

exposure of contemporary society. 

The picaresque novel, because of its diffuseness and gen

eral lack of form does not lend itself readily to a summary, but 

it has several definite characteristics which distinguish it from 

other classes of the novel. The form is elementary and the plot 

poorly constructed. The numerous incidents are connected only by 

the character of the hero. The narrator frequently interrupts his 

relation to interpolate an episode or to inculcate a moral. Often 

the tale is not concluded and continuations whi ch have been pre-

pared for, by the author's repeated hints, never occur. The hero 

is of low or illegitimate birth. He usually has . numerous intrigues 

with feminine picaros, which sometimes culminate in marriage as in 

the case of the Guzman tale. The hero pretends to serve humanity 

through relating his story, and the purpose, as stated in the au

thor's preface is primarily a moral one. Incidentally the narrator 

expects to amuse the clever reader who is willing to appreciate his 

tricks, and perhaps desires to alarm the sensibilities of the deli

cate reader by his frankness. Although the picaresque type does 

not pretend to the requirements of the modern novel, it might not 

prove amiss to include an outlined comparison of the t.w-0 form• 

which C. E. Horne develops in The Technique of the Novel. 
14 

"l . :Plot--is a mere string of incidents as told by the same person 

2. Motive --merely to present ~ mm:>n life - often to protest 

against its evils. Verisimilitude---the most important point 

of all. 

3. Character portrayal---more fully detailed than ever before, 

though still external, dealing sl ost wholly with man's fol

lies and vices as seen b 
C. E, Horne "Technique of the Novel" 
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4. Emotional excitement ab.andoned in reaction, perhaps, against 

its exaggeration in the chivalric romances. 

5. Background--prominent, sometimes seeming the real subject of 

the tale. 

6. Style--usually witty and clever with a clear conception of 

how to reach its audience." 

The fifth point which Horne makes demands special attention. 

The careful study of backgrounds and fine accuracy of detail are re

~arkable after the carelessness of the chivalric romances in matters 

of defini te settings and time duration. In the novela picaresca 

every detail is reproduced. The hero's companions are described -

their clothes receive special attention. Next to the cook the most 

important prop of tne picaro is the tailor, who prescribes for the 

hero ' s vanity. Incidents of the road, the inns at which they stop, 

sleeping chambers, the table service, even the menu for each meal 

are all closely examined under the magnifying glass. In the Guzman 

story every detail is so painfully elaborated and lingered over that 

the final picture resembles a scene from Defoe, lacking only his 

graphic power of narration. 

Next in importance to the background are the episodes which 

include not only a relation of the hero's actions, but also an ac

count of his companions' adventures, not to mention the profusion of 

tales of love and intrigue which are bandied back and forth by the 

characters like so many after-dinner jokes. These episodes, in keep 

ing with the character of the hero, are of the low comedy variety; 

sometimes vulgar, more often indecent. Lazarillo, tricking his blind 

master with the cold turnip which he has substituted for the delici

ous sausage,or playing the nibbling mouse with the miserly priest, 
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is merely humorous; but Guzman throwing omelettes of bad eggs at his 

hostess, or Buscon showered with chamber pots descends to vulgarity. 

As the picaro heroes pass from master to master, the great va

riety of misfortunes with which they meet sharpenstheir already 

shrewd conception of the world and they begin to comment on the nu

merous classes of society with which they come in contact. They see 

no virtue in society; hence, their comments reveal only its vices. 

The picaros present society as they see it, but they choose to por

tray only the rascally side of life. It follows that the picture 

which they develop is limited by reason of their biased observation. 

The picaresque novel, then, is not only a novel of low character and 

intrigue, but it is also an approach to the novel of manners in its 

description of the numerous classes of society, through which the 

rogue pursues his course. 

The later picaresque novel of the eighteenth century lost many 

of its original characteristics, and frequently became associated 
' 

with the novel of adventure. But the circumstance of an anti -hero 

passing from one adventure to another does not constitute the true 

picaresque. Neither does the mere event of a master and his squire 

traveling through the country and meeting with varied adventure meet 

the requirements of a novela picaresca. The tale must be autobio

graphical; the picaro hero must pass from master to master and in 

so doing call t tention to their faults. It is true tha t in l ater 

developments of the picaresque, the autobiographic form is not al

ways regarded as ne.cessary and sometimes the satirical element is 

absent. In this case it approaches the realistic novel, presenting 

soci ety in such a light tha t satire is unnecessary to point the 

moral. The Spanish novela picaresca proved too restricted to con

tinue its exact form. "First one element, then ahother, fell away 

9 



from the scheme. Le Roman Comique of Scarron considers a single 

class, a strolling group of actors, and it dispenses with the ser

vice of masters . Simplicissimus dwelt on adventures; the English 

rogue forgot satire and manners in assembling mere tricks and De-
16 

foe eschewed humor." 

After Defoe Eighteenth Century writers continued to employ 

picaresque devices, but the gusto picaresco is lacking. The Eng

lish rogue is too much of a moralist; he is too conscious of his 

consc ience to play the role of a light-hearted picaro. Or if he 

has not moral conscience he descends to the criminal and terminates 

his career on the gallows, thus pointing a moral . The French 

"gueux", Francion and Le Page, are too introspective to become the 

role of a ragged picaro. They are philosophers whose moral reflec

tions are tinged with learning and seasoned with generations of 

French thought. Too, they are of good birth; they associate wi th a 

class superior to the ragged picaro, and their adventures have a 

holiday gaiety which bespeak the student amateur rather than the 

hardened professional. In short, both the En lish rogue and the 

French "gueux" lack the simplicity and native charm . hich Oharac;er

ize the band of Spanish picarcis.. "Of all rogues the Spanish is af

ter all the only agreeable companion; a French rogue is nothing to 

him and your Jerry Sharpes are mere dullards in comparison (Gil Blas 

and Le Roman Comi~ue are excused from this category). Individuals of 

Tyburn and Newgate Calendar show too much reality in their deeds, but 

the Spanish rogue is too light f or the gallows; hemp was not sown 

for him.nl6 

15. F. W. Chandler, Literature of Roguery, vol. I, p. 5. 
16. Retrospective Review._ Vol. 5,p-f89, London, 1822. 
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Introductory Statement. 

Any comparison presupposes certain qualities common to the ob 

jects or authors compared. In the special instance of Defoe and Le

sage the comparison of the picaresque methods employed by the two 

riters is justified by the use w ich they made consciously or un

consciously of the picaresque form. Lesage used this type conscious 

ly as his heritage from the realistic novel of Seventeenth century 

ranee and the Spanish novela picaresca. From this combination of 

odels he produced the first "roman de moeurs". Defoe had as his 

literary models the criminal biographies and secret journals which 

continued in popularity_ through the early Eighteenth century. In 

fact, he, himself, wrote many such accounts, elaborating on facts, 

until he produced in his later works, a kind of picaresque form, 

tending, however, in the special instance of Captain Singleton to-

ward the novel of pure adventure, and in Moll Flanders, toward the 

novel of purpose . Taine would doubtless attribute this difference 

in the writings of the two authors to "l~ race-le moment -et le 

milieu". It is in point of fact, the result of differences in pur

pose, models, and temperament or genius- and so far agrees ~ith 

Taine's ingenious theory. 

A study in comparison, as well as a question of influences, 

has its dangers. 1e are prone to become too categorical and stretch 

a point in order to establish a clear distinction in the works under 

comparison, or failing to discover a point in one author ' s method 

with which to balance an already established one in the others, we 

avoid the problem altogether. In order to elucidate this discussion 

as far as possible , the picaresque methods of Defoe and Lesage are 
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considered at first apart, and in the concludi · ch8pter are review

ed point by point, with an idea of explaining their variations from 

the Spanish novela picaresca , and more particularly with a view to

ward determining the differences in their works, which result from a 

difference in purpose , method and individual genius . 
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that from Spain Lesa e borro ed the framework of his novels alon 

.ith much of the ~at er. nd that from his French predecessors he 

inherited bis method of direct observation of men nd their manners 

From this combination of matter and method he shaped, if not the 

first novel of manners, at least the first near pproach to the 

leter developed form. 

Brunetiere would deny any herjta e to Lesage fro~ the pica

resque and burlesque ri tings of Scarr on, .:JOrel and Furet1. ere- at 

t e same time admitting the influence of oliere, Courtilz de San-

dras and La Bruyere. Similarly Le Breton recognizes only slight 

approach in the eventeent c _tury to ard "lee 

··•··· de vivantes silhouttes tr versent le 

oeurs fr nca see 
' 

le Ro an 

Comique, is la verite ne s'y presente J is 

que OU l'a parerice du men T.""'e I pris d ns on ense ble, le fecit 

est une vaste 'e1 o 
,, 

heroiqu 0 bur le sq e, et ne se c c e point ee 

d'' tre recit 1 
19 

un agin ire'. en e reme ber t t le p e Dis-

acie of ristan L'Hermite is the ac al autobio ph of r s n, 

th t m ny of the cenes n tte re t ken ro direct ob-

servation, nd th t the province o ns, ts bour oi in bit nt 

and strollin group o tor ere in ?t tely st di d b carron, 

e cannot concede th t these attempts to d t re l at · c no 

are mere "recite im naire II It 1 true th t the re b . 
often gross caricatures b t o to lea er e ee are he ch r c-

ters a d inc'dents of 11 Blas and e - 1 ble Boiteux. Before the 

close of the century, this ten enc to heighten t e e act trro h 

enlar ing the picture ·as refined b Les of L Br ' ere 

hose purpose to 'peindre le partic lier became the atch ord of 

19. Le Breton Le Roman au XVIII iecle, p . 4 . 
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the classic school. Lesage profited by La Bruy re's .me thod, and his 

own objective observation aided him to more nearly approach reality . 

Notwithstanding his impersonal transcription of the life which sur

rounded him and the minute quality of bis observation, his love for 

"des idees universelles" made him incline toward the vast perspec

tives of the Seventeenth century. As Faguet so nicely puts it, "il 

voulut faire le tour du monde en une volume", and in so doing he 

tended to over-emphasize the most salient characteristics of "les 

hommes et les moeurs", as his predecessors had already done. It ap

pears that Brunetiere and Le Breton dre equally rash in denying any 

inheritance from Sorel and Scarron. The English Fie lding acknoV'

ledged his indeb tedness to Le Roman Comique in Joseph Andrews; 

Moliere pillaged several scenes from Le Franc~Qn, and it is not un

likely that Lesage, ho borrowed from memoirs. Spanish plays and 

novelas alike, was influenced in many of bis literary devices by the 

comic romance Vlriters of the Seventeenth century. The influence of 

milieux cannot be avoided by the most inventive of auttor~ unless he 

be secluded. "Une oeuvre, quelque originale quelle soit, tient tou

jours par quelque at tacbe a son temps et a la soci/te qui la voit 

nal tre . u 20 

The reason for the continued popularity of Q~~Blas over the 

picaresque type on which it is modelled, lies in this inheritance in 

part from the Seventeenth century comic romances, and in particular 

from Les caract~res of La Bruyere, Les Comedies of 1ioliere , and Les 

Memoires et Histoires secretes of Sandras. Le Franc· 6~ may be as 

Claretie says, "un des livres lea plus edifiants pour l'histoire 

intime des coutumes, modes ridicules et opinions d'alors; et en ce 

20. Claretie, Lesage, Romancier, p. 103. 
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sens, le livre renferme une partt£de verite. Mais il faut refuser 
\ a Francion le nom de roman de moeurs parce que cette verite n'y est 

qu I a' l' etat latent/ . "21 It is a reaction against the exaggerated 
-' 

prose romances of period and its purpose is to make us laugh - not 

to depict manners. Scarron in Le Roman Comique·produces a huge car

icature of Mans, the bourgeoisie and the actors. A buffan as well 

as poet, he cannot avoid the opportunity of playing the comic role 

and serving up Ragotins to tickle the palate of the most delicate 

reader. 
/ ' "C'est l'honneur de Scarron d'avoir fraye la voie a notre 

grand comique et d'avoir rouvert en France les sources nationales de 
22 

la satire et la gaiete." But Soarron is too engrossed in his moo 

heroic gaieties , too carried away by mere bUf:ft:onery to confine him-. 
self to reality. The essence of reality is there, a remarksble 

quality of observation, and detailed description of incident, but it 

is concealed beneath gross exaggerations. Le Roman Bourgeois of 

Furetiere continues to present caricatures instead of characters. 

It touches reality and attempts to "peindre une condition", but it 

is photography wi thottt interpretation. 

It '1"' s in the theater of Moliere that the "tableau d 'un so

ciete vraisemblable", was first presented. 1olier~ created the com-

edy of character. His types "L'Avare", "L' tourdi", and "le san

thrope"are individuals as well as type characters. They are presen

ted in scenes, "qui prennent l'apparenoe plus precise de petits ta

bleaux de genres d'apres nature. Ils nous transmettent les moeurs 
23 du temps". Moliere borrowed freely from the Spanish theater. Lesage 

also translated Spanish comedies and borrowed from the same sources , 

21. Claretie, Lesage,Romancier, p. 119. 
22. Morillot, Le Roman en France, p. 69. 
23. Claretie, Lesage, Romanoier, p. 127. 
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Calderon, Lopa de Vega, and Rojas, so it is not unreasonable to sup

pose that he owes to Moliere the succession of scenes and tableaux 

which he employs to advantage in Le Diable Boiteux and Gil Blas. 

The enormous influenee of Les Caracteres on succeeding lit

erature cannot well be determined, but their special influence on 

the writings of Lesage is apparent in both his comedies and novels. 

In Le Diable Boiteux he has imitated the gallery of La Bruyere. The 

old courtesan, the comedian, the dramatic author , the rake, are 

taken bodily from les Caract~res. However, he makes an improvement 

in the characters, introducing them in relation to each other in 

the milieux best fitted to bring in relief their striking features

- not as in La Bruyere, in an unrelated succession of portraits. 

But, says Le Breton, whatever his obligation, "il a un merite bien 

' a lui; c'est ce qu'il sait de l a vie, il ne formula pas en maximes 

abstraits, il le traduit en un dialogue, en une silhouette. Il 

avait des yeux de peintre, le don d'animer l'abstraction et chez 

lui, les verites morales se revetent d'une forme plastique. Elles 

" revetent l'apparence des gens qui vont et reviennent, qui bavent et 

qui mangent, que nous voyons et entend ons. En un mot, un roman de 
'-

Les age c'est quelque chose comme les Caracteres de La Bruyere en 

act· n 24 ion. 

From the appearance of Les caracteres in 1688 to Gil Blas in 

1716, there was little literature of note in France unless we exoep 

the emoirs and Secret Histories of Courtilz de Sandras. These 

pseudo-historical accounts contain many pretended true TE ~ions, 

gallant and licentious tales which have something of the charm of 

24. Le Breton, Le Roman au XVIII Siecle, p. 47. 
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Gil Blas. 
/ 

Les Memoires de M. D'Artagan, L'Histoire Seor~te du 

Due de Rohan, M,de L.O,D.R.are episodic like the romances of Lesage . 

They are in the auto-biographical form and make a serious attempt 

to portray contemporary society. But the style is frequently crude, 

the tableaux unfinished , and the whole offers a mere confusion of 

episodes without a charming hero to unify and unite the incidents . 

A comparison of the voyage of Gil Blas through society with that of 

Le Due de Rochefort offers many parallels, both in the incidents and 

the classes of society which are reviewed . Hence it is not unreas

onable to assume that Lesage, along with his contemporaries, read 

Sandras and unconsciously perhaps caug~t the trick of his sprightly 

charm in relating licentious tales. Notwithstanding the evident in

debtedness of Lesage to this writer of scandal novels, the greatest 

single influence of Seventeenth century France upon his method and 

style continued to be Les Caracteres, while the Spanish theater and 

novela picaresca offered an inexhaustible supply of plot material 

for nis skillful remodelling . 

It is unnecessary at this point to consider in full the in

fluence of the Spanish theater and novela picaresca, which can bet

ter be included in the discussion of the separate novels of Lesage. 

It is sufficient to know that Lesage as well as his predecessors, 

Scarron, Thomas Corneille and Moliere imitated the theater of Cal

deron, Lopa de Vega and Rojas. At first he translated several com

edies which were never staged. Then, in l i 92, a translation of 

Rojo 

in 

oay's Amigo para Amigo called Le Joint d ' honneur was pl yed, 

hich the character, Crispin, first appeared . In 1707, Don 

Cesar g~, a free adaptation of Calderon's Pear que Estana, was 

successfully produced. It is perhaps from this study of the Span

ish theater that the idea of ·borrowin rio ts rom the novelas first 
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suggested itself to the versatile mind of Lesage . Several of the 

characters and incidents in the plays are later included in Gil Blas 

and are of interest only as they reveal the Gil Blas in embryo . 

lthough many of Lesage's earlier plays were decided failures on the 

stage, two of them, Crispin, Rival de son -~~tre_, 1707, and !urcaret 

1709, scored marked success . These, too, contain hints of Gil Blas 

in the sequence of scenes and in the special interest in situation 

and character portrayal. Lesage's interest in the picaresque lit

erature of Spain seems to have developed along with his study of the 

Spanish theater . In 1704, a translation of Don Qui~~otte D'Avellan

de came out, and in 1732, a free adaptation of Aleman's Guzman D'Al

farache, not to mention Estanville de Gonzales and Le Bachelier de 

Salamanque, which are equally eloquent of the Spanish interest . The 

Guzman in particular is a go od example of the peculiar ability of 

Lesage to transform a crude and dull novela into something approach

ing form and literary excellence. It is characteristic of his im

patient g~ius that he omits the greater part of Aleman's earying 

sermons and contents himself ith following the rogue Guzman through 

his varied adventures and amours. Notwithstanding Lesage's evident 

interest in the Spanish picaresque and his use of Spanish setting 

and Spanish ~haracters , his novels have the flavor of France and 

Paris rather than of Spain and Madrid . They are the product of a 

French temperament and a French inheritance--of a romancer who in

dulges in Sp8l).ish plays and portraits only to gain an opportunity 

to vent his keen wit and satire on Paris and the world of letters/ 

Which for a long period refused to recognize his genius. 

That the Spanish picaresque type did not constitute Lesage's 

sole literary model accounts in part 'for the superi rity of his 

novels and their continued popularity . His heritage from the Seven-
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teenth century comic and burlesque writers, the comedies of Moliere, 

the satire and close observation of the Caraoteres and the vivacioue 

accounts of intrigue in Sandras aided him to create from a familiar 

form and borrowed material, an original work, the first novel of 

manners, Gil Blas • . But before we can estimate the improvements in 

Gil Blas over the Spanish picaresque it is necessary to consider 

the methods employed by Lesage in his earlier masterpiece Le Diable 

Boiteux . 

The liberal definiti on of an author as "un homme qui prend 

aux livres tout ce qui lui passe par l a tete" applies aptly to Le

sage who unscrupulously pillaged plots, incidents , and characters 

alik~ from the most available sources . Le Diable Boiteux appeared 

in 1707. It met with popular favor and ran through several editi one 

in its first year. The Spanish source of Le Diable Boiteux, is El 

Diable Cojuelo o Novela de la otra Vida of Guevara . It also owes 

"quelques vers et images" to the Dia y Noche de Madrid of Francesco 

Santos. Despite the evident borrowings and imitations, Lesage has 

created a typical French novel of Parisian life and manners rather 

than of the social classes of Madrid. Le Diable Boiteux or the 

Devil upon Two Sticks affords a striking example of Lesage's method 

of assembling and unifying the incidents of his various sources un

til he finally creates a novel which is the product of his own s pe

cial genius and peculiar turn of i magination. 

Le ~iable _~~~teu.x is not a picaresque novel. It is r a ther a 

novel of allegory and adventure. It is, however, picaresque in the 

method employed to disclose the existing social evils and i n the 

manner of holding up to ridicule the vanities and vices of humanity , 

Moreover, the demon hero , Asmodee, despite his supernatural attri

butes is a true picaro , a rogue who plays all manner of tricks on 
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unsuspecting humans and then laughs at their discomfiture. The re

lation is concerned with the observations which the devil, or Cupi 

the demon of mischance1 and a student, Don Cleophas, make f rom the 

tower of San Salvador on the houses of Madrid. 

The plot, if it can be so called, consists of a play within 

a play. Don Cleophas frees the Devil from a bottle where he has 

been confined by a famous astrologer and in return the Devil prom

ises to reveal the houses of Madrid with their roofs off. They 

take up their station on the to er of San Salvador and commence the 

review of society, passing from palace to brothel; gaming houses, 

cafes, concerts, weddings, and intrigues are all revealed by this 

sprightly devil, whose shrewd comments smack of the bourgeois sol

idity and good sense of Lesage . Frequently the devil interrupts 

his review of all classes and conditions to relate the life history 

of the more interesting characters, introducing the old episodic 

tale in a slight relation ·at least to the story proper. After the 

story of the loves of Belfor and Leonor, he removes the prison 

roofs which gives the author a nice opportunity to direct his bit

ing satire against the abuses and corr ptions of the courts. They 

then pay a visit to the gruesome casa e ios locos. Here Asmodee 

assigns vanity, jealosy, greed, enmity and grief as the various 

causes for th~ insanity of the inmates. eAt, he ironically points 

out various persons who by reason of their idiosyncrasies should 

also be incarcerated in the mad-house. After attending a large 

fire and rescuing a fair maiden, the devil conducts Don Cleophas 

to the Tombs, here the Shades pass in review before them. Their 

histories are briefly commented upon, their petty ambitions and 

vanities pointed out by this omniscient demon. and then they are 

hurried off the stage .. The Shadow of Death calls the or:8.ookers 
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from the Tombs, and they proceed to follow her flitting shape 

through the dim streets of Madrid. To some she brings relief, to 

other sorrow . To the living she brings joy in the freedom and 

wealth which they have gained by the death of a husband, a lover, 

or a father . The figure of death is grim and terrible, but not 

more horrible than the invective irony with which the devil or the 

author assails humanity. 

But the devil does not forget that he is the distorted God ,, 

Eros, and he hastens to relieve one harsh picture of avarice and 

mistrust by one of love and devotion. Incidentally the author ex

hausts nearly a hundred pages in the history of "La Force de .1' i-

ti~." To break the monotopy of the long relation, the devil and 

Don Cleophas witness a quarrel between a writer of comedy and one 

of tragedy, in which each attempts to prove the superiority of his 

own kind of writing . These varied observations continue until day

break, when the two invisible on~ookers pause to learn the designs 

of the army of . people who issue forth on the streets of adrid. But 

at this point the poor devil is ordered back to his bottle by the 

astrologer, ~hose magic he cannot withstand , and Don Cleophas is 

left alone to interpret as best he may the relavations of the night 

The source of Le Diable Boiteux, El Diable Cojuelo,is an al

legorical novel in six parts~ f irst, the deliverance of the devil; 

second, the observations hie he makes from the tower of San Sal-

vador; third, the allegorical incidents hich the devil and the 

student witness at adrid; fourth, the adventures at the inn where 

the dramatic poet awakens the travelers to read his comedy . From 

this point Lesage departs from his model , not at his own desire 

but to satisfy the taste of his nation. "Plut au ciel ••.. que la 
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necessite de m'accomoder au geni8 de ma nation m'eut permis de vous 
. 25 

copier exactement." In his novel of intrigue, Guevar a bad as-

sembled a confused number of unrelated portraits and incidents. 

These Lesage skillfully manipulates and places in an orderly gal

lery so as to produce a series of tableaux, which we might justly 

group under the title of a novel of observation . The influence of 

La Bruy~re is everywhere evident. The old coquette, the tragic 

poet, the usurer, the duped lover, the lascivious rake, are merely 

copies of Les Caract~res. But they are presented as in a play, in 

relation to other characters and with the shrewd devil to interpret 

them, they approximate reality-- a sordid, grim reality, as mis-
~ . 

shapen as le diable boiteux. This long gallery of Hogartbian por-

traits is dominated by Moliere type characters, yet they are but 

hastily sketched and rushed off the stage for a new number so that 

they oft n leave only a blurred outline. 

Lesage was handicapped by bis didactic purpose. He attempted 

to reveal too many vices and foibles. In bis anxiety to picture a 

"com~die bumaine" he cro ded bis canvass and spoiled the effect. It 

is true that this didactic quality is so nicely sheathed ith cleve 

epigrams that we frequently forgive the author bis moral aim nd re 

member only that he has clothed it in a oristic phrasings. As the 

devil remarks, "11 faut bien couvrir le vice d'une apparence a e-
26 

able, autrement il ne plairoit pas'. 

The excellence of the style, the fine phrasings and cadenced 

dropping off of the sentence suggest the later Gil Blas. "Remar

quez avec quelle rapidite la Mort fait ses op~rations· elle ad ja 
tranche la destinee de ce jeune seigneur, et je la vois prete a 

25. Le Diable Boiteux, Preface, P• 1 . 
26,'Le Diable Boiteux, p. 13. 
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faire une autre expedition . Elle s'ar 1te sur un couvent, elle 

descend dans une cellule, fond sur un bon reli ieux , et coupe le fil 

de la vie p~ ~i tente et mortifi~ qu ' il a men6 aepuis quarante ans." 27 

The discourse on the corrupt courts and the glimpse of prison 

life foreshadow the treatment vhich Gil Blas receives in the prison, 

where he is stripped of his belongings and left helpless in the 

claws of justice . Also the false philosophers, amb"tious poets, 

wrinkled courtesans, pretentious scholars and quack doctors reappear 

in the later book, but in it they are revealed through their own ac

tions or more often by the shrewd interpretations of the hero . Here 

they are exposed by a malicious, sardonic demon .ho bas seen too 

much of the .orld 's vanities to laugh with the philcsophic iety 

of a Gil Blas . Don Cleophas re~onstr tes against the injastices of 

the iLquisition - nnoucement interrompit le boiteux: Gardez-vous 

bjen de vous acher cont- re ce tribun~l. il a des esoion partout , 

on lui rapporte jus-qu'~ des chQS a au n ront jamais ~t& dit 5 ••••• 

. . " . .. en tre 
oi-meme si j ' ~vais le malheur d 'etre,les griffes de la just·ce e 

28 
ne pourrois mren tirer qu'en finan nt" . 6 ain the clever devil 

, 
philosophizes: '' J 1 admire messieurs les homn:es; leur propres def ute 

leur puzro~ssent des minuties, au~ lieu qu 'ils rega~ent ~eux d ' au-
29 trui av~c un microscope" . This distorted demon is almost too 

Willing to shoot humanity with an epigram and then probe its ory 

corpse with an inquisitive crutch • . e could ish th t the author 

had exercised more artistic restraint and curbed his restless de on . 

In the characters presented and in the apt observations hich 

smodee makes on their foibles and vices e glimpse Gil Blas . But 

27. Le Diable Boiteux, p. 177. 
28, Ibid. , p •· 92. 
29 . Ibid., p . 152. 
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the devil is a supernatural figure--he has already formed his atti

tude toward life and he views it either with ironical indifference 

or ill-concealed bitterness. He lacks the naive charm of Gil Blas . 

whose philosophy along with that of the entire band of picaros 'is 

learned in the school of hard knocks. In spite of sad experience. 

Gil Blas looks forward to the morrow. But Le Diable Boiteux is age-

weary and intolerant. Then, too, he takes up his omniscient posi -

tion on the tower of San Salvador, looking down on the human race 

and consequently magnifying their vices. On the other hand , Gil 

Blas mingles with the crowd, draws them together - connects ir. some 

curious manner the king's dining-hall with the servant's kitchen, 

and does it v,ith so much good wit and humor th t we overlook his 

frequent deviations from virtue and remember only his irrepressible 

gaiety. After all, only the hero is lacking to Le niable Boiteux. 

'ith another such hero to draw the strings and tie the knots, e 

should have an earlier, inimitable Gil Blas. 

This allegorical novel of character and observation, conta i ns 

in truth the matter for a thousand novels. It is a note-book, a 

neatly copied esquisse on which the author dra.s ag in and again ano 

never quite exhausts. And yet, despite its endless observations and 

countless interruptions, the hole is tedious because it is so per

sistently clever and never surprises in so oeing. The constant play 

of wit , the mordant satire and flashing epigram irritate and in a 

measure spoil the balance and effectiveness of the series of pie-
. \ 

tures which at best are only an improvement over Les Caracteres of 

La Bruyere; an improverrent which is largely the result of dramatic 

devices and arranging of tableaux in 'the manner of scenes . But 

hatever its limitations, Le Diable Boiteux is significant as a 

novel of observation and character, especially as it serves to il-
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lustrate the method by which Lesage manipulated his sources to pro

duce through his own dramatic invention, a genuinely original piece 

of work. The method of procedure in the earlier novel suggests the 

method l a ter employed in Gil Blas. Not only is the later work sug

gested in the matter of unifying sources and incidents, but al so in 

the epigrammatic brilliancy of style in the succession of scenes ana 

in the gallery of portraits after the manner of La Bruyere. 
., 

After Le Diable Boiteux, what more natural than a human dia-

ble, the inimitable Gil Blas? But a Gil Blas with a "question" and 

that of sources~ This "frage" has furnished material for numerous 

disse rtations in German, French, English and Spanish, and so no 

doubt has served a worthy purpose . It is curious to note that the 

efforts of succeeding erudites to estaolish the sources of Gil Blas 

have resulted in an ever increasing number of borrowings, until at 

present it is to be wondered that any writer could so ingeniously 

weave such a variety of sources into a novel to which critics assigz 

the hono-r of the first "roman de moeurs" . Briefly the recognized 

borrowings in Gil Blas are from the French translations of "Le is-
30 

gracia del comte D'Olivares", originally an Italian satire, 

:Eerrante Pall l:X.vicine, "Anecdotes du comte-duc D'Olivares, tirees 

et traduites de l ' italien de ercus i o-Secy,, 11 -22, and 'L'Histoire 

du Comte-due avec des reflexions politiques et curieuse~'. Colo ne, 

1683 . Lesage employs this material in the second part of Gil Bl~ 

.hich appeared in 1724, and is concerned ith Sil Blas's adve es 

at court and his relations to the Due de Lerme . He also draws up n 

the third source i n particular for the two political memoirs which 

Gil Blas composed while in the service of the Count of Olivares . 

30 . F . Bruneti~re , "Histoire et litt~raire" , pp . 241-69 . 
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In fact, the greater part of the contents of Books 8, 11 and 12 is 

taken from these sources, especially with reference to historical 

backgrounds. The borrowings from the Spanish are about ten incid

ents from Les Marcos d'Obregon of Espinel which have been collected 

by successive scholars. In Neufchateau these Episodes ere only 

three in number, while Ticknor has increased them to six or seven 

and Frenoescon to ten, not to mention the efforts of the German 

scholars Tieck and Gustav Haack to extend these borrowings to slen

der parallelisms which even a comparison of texts does not seem to 

justify. Doubtless Lesage benefited by reading Juan anuel's Conde 

Lucano~,Aleman's Guzman, and certain comedies of Rojas, Calderon 

and 1oreto. The suggestion that Lesage merely trahslated a Span-

i h novela was due to Voltaire's remark in "le Si~cle de Lou1s " 

"Il est entierement pris du roman espagnol intitule," "La Vidad de 

le Escuderio dom Marcos de Obregon". In 178~ a Jesuit father, pJre 

Isla, translated Gil Blas into the Spanish language under the im

pression that it was originally a Spanish manuscript hich Lesage 

had pillaged. This conception has now become a m~ th, but it served 

as an impetus to scholarly debate and the question of the ources 

Of Gil Blas was revived and attacked with rene ed vigor through the 

nineteenth cehtury. M. Brunetiere in his article on la Ques~ion e 

Gi las in Histoire et Lit~raire, has some hat dictatorially yet 

at the same time convincingly disposed of the matter of sources as 

of little importance in the final estimation of Gil Blas, ·hich is 

to be considered as a superior novela picaresca and the first novel 

of manners rather than as a fertile debating ground for argumenta

tive scholars. Similarly, ~. Gustave Lanson, in Hommes et Livres 

turns the question aside: "Partout et toujours on demande compte a 

l'auteur de la maniere dont il trai son sujet, non pas du lieu 
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dont il le tire; partout et toujours on ne s'inquiete pas de savoir 

quels mauvais ouvrages ont inspires les chefs-d'oeuvres; on sait 

assez que ceux-la ont pu etre l'occasion mais ne sont pas l a cause 

de ceux-la'1 • 31 It is to be remembered that Lesage had besides 

these recognized sources the realistic novels of the Seventeenth 

Century France, the Memoirs of Sandras and the Caracteres of La Bru-

yere, not to mention the embryonic form of the novel in Le Diable 

Boiteux and the several comedies in which he had served hi s literary 

apprenticeship. From this combination of satire and comedy, with 

the novela picaresca to furnish the form, was produced the first 
r ' 

novel of manners, the inimitable Gil Blas. 

Just as Lesage employed the picaresque method in the form of 

his Gil Blas, he continued the tradit·on of picaresque writers by 

publishing his ~ork piece-meal in several volumes with promises of 

following installments. However, unlike the ma jority of riters of 

picaresque fiction, he fulfilled his promises and the book remains 

entire. The Histoire de Gil Blas de Santillana came out ·n three 

separate parts. The first six books were published in two volumes 

in 1715; nine years later a second volume made its appearance and 

in 1735 the fina l volume was added. 

The purpose of the book is professedly moral, but the author 

does not obtrude ~he moral beyond the introductory allegory) hich is 

after the manner of the novela picaresca. In fact, thi s l l eg r is 

taken directly from Espinel's introduction to Obregon, but it is 

served up with infinitely more wit and grace. It is an account of 

two students on the road to Salamanca who stopped before a tomb on 

hich was inscribed "aqui esta encerrada el alma del licend ~ odo 

31. Gustav Lanson, Hemmes et Livres, P· 190. 
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32 edro Garcias." The youngest student laughed at the idea of a soul 

eing enclosed in a tomb and traveled on, but the other, of a more 

reflective nature, stopped and dug around the tomb with his knife . 

He unearthed a purse which contained one hundred ducats and a note 

in Latin, "sois mon h~ritier, toi qui a eu assez d'esprit pour 

.... " demeler le sens de l'inscription et fais un meilleur usage que moi 

demon argent". To this little allegory the author appendages a 

nice bit of advice for the benefi t of his readers: "Qui que tu sois, 

ami lecteur1 tu vas ressembler a l'un OU a l'autre de ces deux eco

liers. Si tu lis mes aventures sans prendre garde aux instructions 

morales qu'elles renferment tu ne t i reras aucun fruit de cet ouvrage; 

mais si tu lea lis avec attention, tu y trouveras suivant le pre-

C t ._ I ,; 
ep e d'Horace l'utile mele avec l'agreable." 'Utile et dulci' is 

surely the motto of this charming work which contains within its 

pages so much of worldly wisdom and philosophic gaiety. On the \"fhole 

the purpose is to amuse and incidentally instruct, for the author is 

too much of an artist to obtrude the moral and thus mar the agree

able effect of the whole. In following the devious road hich his 

charming hero treads through the world of his adventures, the au

thor momentarily forgets the moral which he has so carefully planned 

in the introduction and remembers only that he is representing "la 

Vie des hommes tel qu'elle est". And yet the book continues moral 

by very reason of its apparent neglect of any didactic aim. It is 

as its amiable critics agree "moral comme l' experience". 

In the method of composition employed in Gil Blas, Lesage is con 

tinuing picaresque tradition, but unlike preceding picaresque tales , 

the work does not fall off in literary merit, rather it improves and 

32. Gil Blas, Gil Blas au Lecteur, Tome I. 
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from a picaresque tale develops into a novel of manners. The three 

parts which appeared from 1715 to 1735 reflect a philosophic growth 

and change of attitude in the author. The first six books are de

cidedly imitative of the Spanish picaresque. They treat of the 

youth of Gil Blas, of the trickeries of the hero and his picaro com

panions. The tone is one of youthful irrepressible gaiety. Gil 

Blas is an impractical rascal with an insatiable taste for adven

ture and an inordinate vanity. He is a gay young fop, proud of his 

conquests and ever willing to aid his masters in the purs 't of 

their pleasures. He lives only for the present, forgetful of his 

parents and of the original intent of his journey. But the Gil Blae 

of the third volume has developed a conscience. His character is 

gradually formed under a succession of adversities and he has 1 arn

ed the habit of reflection. Too, he rises in position, his fortunef 

improve and he loses something of his earlier naivete. The ork is 

more mature and genial. Gil Blas co!IJII:ents on the vanities and viceE 

Of the society which surr_ounds him with greater tolerance. The sa

tire becomes more kindly and consequently more effective. Alon 

With his creator, the hero has emerged a philosopher ho observes 

and then passes judgment on men and manners fter the f sliion of a 

kindlier "diable boiteux". It is in this third volume tha t the 

"roman de moeurs" emerges. From the favorite of the Archbi op of 

Grenada, Gil Blas advances after numerous departures from graoe, to 

secretary to the Due de Lerme. Here bis position seems assured , but 

he is suddenly thrust into prison and on his release, eary of the 

vanities of worldly ambition, he retires to his estate at Lirias) 

Where he weds the beautiful .Antonia. The fourth volume is indica

tive of the mellowing philosophy of Lesage. It is written in a 

slower, contemplative strain, with less satire and more amiable re-
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flections on humanity. The hero and his valet, Scipion, retire with 

their respective wives to enjoy the beauties of country livinJ.The~ 

settle down to a peaceful, sober life, after having tasted the bit

terness of worldly success and defeat. This last volume is almost 

rnrthy of the pastoral idylls of George Sand. It is also permeated 

ith a pre-Rousseauistic strain of the beauties of Nature and soli

tary life, far from the corrupting influences of society: "Je me 

suis forme des agrements de la vie champetre; une idee, qui m'en

chante, et qui m'en fait jouir par avance. Il me semble qua deja 

je vois l'~mail des prairies, que j'entends chanter les rossingols 

murmurer 3 les ruisseaux; tantot je crois prendre le divertisse-

ent de la chasse, et tantot celui de la p~che . Imagine-toi mon 

i tous les differents plaisirs dans la solitude, et tu en seras 

harm~ comne moi. A l'egard de notre n~rriture, la plus simple 

era la meilleure ........ Le frugalite est une source de delice mer-
,,, .33 

pour la sante ." 

M. Brunetiere in an article in "la Revue de Deu.x ilondes" su -

that Gil Blas's rise in position rese~bles the history of the 
3_ 

eriod • "Le chemin de la servitude El la puissance" ~ms common in Le-

age ' s own day. In the continuation Lesage develops a "roman de 

oeurs" from a tableau·of grotesque adventures. Three distinct de

elopments or changes are noted: the satire becomes less bitter and 

ore tolerant the characters less caricatured and more natural, and , 

scale is increased until the final resembles ~com~die humaine~ 

hich all classes are presented in relation to one another . But 

the whole is a marked approach to the novel of manners, the first 

ix books at least are decidedly after the manner the picaresque . 

33. Gil Blas, Tome II, p. 270. 
34. La Revue Deux Mondes, Mars~ 15, 1883. 
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In the first two volumes Gil Blas is following the traditions 

of the Spanish picaro who leaves home either at the instigation of 

his parents or urged on by his youthful imagination to seek a fine 

fortune and see something of the unknown, romantic wor ld. Lazarillo 

was apprenticed by his mother to a blind beggar and Guzman ran away, 
... . 35 

"la tete pl4enede chimeras et la bourse presque vide d'argent". As 

he so naively puts it, "mes pieds faisaient l'office de ma tete et 

je les suivais sans savoir o~ ils me conduisaient". However, Gil 

Blas makes a more respectable departure. He leaves home • many 

another young student of the period, to obtain a position in the U

niversity of Salamanca. He is provided with money and a mule. He 

parts from his parents amicably, after receiving their blessing. 

Then, too, he is of legitim~ te birth, his father, a retired soldier 

and his mother of the lesse~ oourgeoisie, while Guzman is an illegit 

imate;and Lazarus of low parentage. Also. Gil Blas has the reputa

tion of a savant and great disputer in his native village, while his 

Spanish brothers have only their native wit and intelligenc~ -.hich 

seem to have stood them in better stead than the learning of poor 

Gil Blas . For he, despite his powers of disputation, is successive

ly preyed upon by sharpers , captured by robbers ( o, by the way, 

treat him very considerately), cast into prison , stripped of his 

clothing and money-- and yet he continues optimistic through it all . 

Nor does he profit by experience. He is duped by a lady of horn he 

is enamoured, but his philosoph- continues imperturbed: "Je rappe

lais mon courage; et pour me consoler, je disais en m'habillant , 'je 

suis encore trop heureux que les fripons n'aient pas emporte mes 
36 

habits et quelques ducats que 1ai d9ns mes poches". 

35. Guzman D'Alfarache, Bk . I, Ch. v. 
36. Gil.Blas, Tome I, p. 96. 
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Like all picaros , Gil Blas is a fatalist . He considers him-

self the playthin / "" of destiny: " Je auis ne pour etre le jouet de for -

He submits to f ortune v.ith good ace and ~hen a piece 

of good luck arrives he attributes tt to his destiny : "La fortune 
;\ 

rm'yconduiso;t pour me faire jouer de plus grands roles ue oeux 

qu ' elle ~''vait . d~jl fait faire . "38 fuen fortune has laid hi~ 
lo he apostrophizes her thus bitterly: "0 fortune ! oila comme tu 

dispense tes faveurs "plus souvent . Le sto'icie ' Epictete n ' a p s 

tort de te comparer a une fille de condition qui s'abandonne a des 
39 

valets". But il Blao, despite the adversities hich fortune 

continues to inflict upon him, does not become embittered nor does 

he degenerate as do Lazarillo and Guzman into thieves nd disposers 

of tbe·r ;ives' favors . 

Gil Blas represents the pie o ho rose fro "des bas en 

hauts" . he account of his adventures througn the orld is ind c -

tive of the radual development of his c aracter thro h ex.er'ence . 

e is ever on the up ard plane, alth g there are n· erou dev·a-

tions before he ttains the felicito s posit on of o.ner of coun-

try estate and possessor of t e title of entleman. he ch1e po·r::ts 

of difference in the ch r cter of Gil Blas nd his Span sh roth rs 

are summarized by . Brunetiere: "Lesa e gave to his hero h m n"t . 

Lazarus and ~uzman have the insulting and cynica 1 p dence of 

scoun rels bronzed nd tanned by cri e . Gil Blas is not in revolt 

ag ·nst society as are the icaros of Spain; neither i e prof es-

sional scoundrel ho lories in his o ·n rascalit . Eis oirth is 

honest if h ble and his departure rom his native villa e of Oviedo 

·as not only to see the country but to procure a respectable livin 

37 . il Blas, i:ome II , p . 80 . 
38, Ibid ., p . 80, 
39 . Ibid ., p . 21 2 . 
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40 
at the University . " M. Brunetiere puts the case somewhJt too 

emphatically, but undoubtedly Gil Blas is superior to the Spanish 

picaros , because his creator has invested him with much of his own 

philosophy, his fertile imagination and his ability to crack an epi

gram or turn a neat maxim. 

As our hero reviews the society through which his adventures 

carry him, he com?I1ents on its foibles with greater ~it and less in

vective irony than do his Spanish brothers . He regards man ' s vani

ties tolerantly and by his very humapity softens the bitter irony 

of the earlier coilll!lents of Le Diable Boiteux . Gil Blas holds up all 

classes of society. for the reviewer's inspection . False pedants, 

false priests , false philosophers, false mistresses, false poets 

and false doctors are flitted across the curtain, and reviev,ed by 

this critical guide until humanity is stripped of all its slender 

virtues and there remains only the dry shell , ich he proceeds to 

crumble \.ith an epigram. Yet he never descends to the harshness and 

bitter accusation of Guzman or Lazarus, .ho are at odds with all so-

ciety. Al;ays there is in Gil Blas a philosophic gaiety hich light 

ens the satire-- a hope held out for the morrow: "La belle chose que 

l ' esp~rance! Elle me console tout- a coup de l· perte de mes effets 

"' 41 voYes, et me rend aussi gai que si j'eusse en sujet de l'etre. 

Also> s our hero's for tunes improve, the satire becomes less bitter, 

and the comments more kindly until the whole exhales a philosophic 

atmosphere of amused tolerance . 

ot only are the character and comments of the hero n true 

picare~que tradition, but the form itsel f is in the manner of the 

picaresque. he plot consists of a series of incidents and episodes 

40. La Revue de Deux .. .1ondes,Mars 15, 1883, pp . 385-419. 
41 . Gil Blas, vol . II, p . 260. 
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which are united only by the genial hero. Frequently, too, episo e 

which bear no relation to the story proper are interpol~ted. These 

are for the most part of the romantic order - a reflection of the 

Seventeenth Century prose romance. They are served up with seduc

tion and intrigue to render them more enlivening, and ar7 generally 

speaking, tedious reading. Similar histories are employed in the 

Guzman; in fact, very few tales of this period failed to incorporat 

several of these harrowing histories within their own relation, de

spite the evident irrelevance. Lesage at least bas learned the art 

of sprightly narration from Sandras , but he lacks the former writ

er's condensation. 

The incidents in which our hero plays the leadin role are 

for the most part of a higher comedy type than in the Spanish pica

resque. This is, perhaps, due to the influence of Scarron's ~om n 

.9_ nii~ which, as ~. Claret1e suggests, revived the pure French 

comedy. The dinner at which the parasite fills hi stomJch at the 

e~ense of the vain Gil Blas can be paralleled by Guzman's dinner o 

bad eggs in the roadside inn, but the Guzman incident is decidedly 

vulgar~ bile that ·n Lesage ' s work is hi hly amusing. Similarly, 

Dr. Sangrado's visit to the priest and the repeated bleedin s are 

slightly reminiscent of Guzman ' s treatment by the Italian octor , 

ho discovers his painted ulcers. The it in Gil Blas is on the 

whole in a lighter vein, and yet more brilliant because of the neat 

phrasings and shre d comments which serve to set it off. 

If Gil Blas is superior to the Spanish picaresque in hero 

and in incident, it continues superior in the minute detail of set

ting and interiors by reason of its authors indebtedness to La 

Bruyere. The Spanish tale is remarkable for its reproduction of 

reality, but nowhere does it exhibit such a remarkable gift of 
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' portraiture or such a genius for detail. he old monk who engages 

Gil Blas as his valet is sketched in a few swift strokes: " ous 

aper~runes le vie'U}(podrague enfonc~ dans un fauteuil, un oreiller 

sous la tete, des coussins sous les bras, et les j ambes uppuyEis 

sur un gros carreau plein de duvet''. Or take the apartment which 
42 

Fabrice_, the ambitious court poet, occupies," "Il consi stoi t en 

une seule chambre, de laquelle mon ingenieux ami s'en etoit fait 

quatre par des cloisins de sapins. La premiere servait d'anticham

bre a l a Seconde OU il COUCh~it; il faisoit son Cabinet de la 

troisieme et sa cuisine de la derni~re. La chambre et l'anticham

bre etoient tapissS;s de cartes geographiques, de theses de philo

sophes , et les meubles r~pendoient a la tapisserie. C'etoit un 

grand lit de brocard tout use, de vieilles chaises de serge jaune, 
..... 

garnies d'une frange de soie de Grenade de la meme couleur, une 

table a pieds dores, couverte d'un cuir qui paroissoit avoirete 

rouge et bord~e d'une crepine de faux or devenu noir par le laps de 

temps, avec une armoire d'ebene, ornee de figures gross 6renent 
43 

sculpt€e~ ." 

\7hile Gil Blas is undoubtedly a picaresque romance, it is also 

a "roman de moeurs". The first six books are flagrantly picaresque 

because Lesage is fo llowing the Spanish models closely with a view 

toward entertaining his public , and yet , even then the book is su

perior to the Spanish prototype in the character of its hero, in 

the type of incidents and in the comments on the social orders. In 

the later development of the story, the picaro role becomes the 

hero less and less, until he finally discards it altogether as ill 

42. Gil Blas, Vol. I, 1828 edition, p. 109. 
43, Ibid., Vol. II, p. 93. 
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becoming a man of his political genius and capacity for influential 

friendships. The picaro activities come to play a minor part , and 

the tradition finally descends to Scipion, valet to Gil Blas of 

Santillane. Scipion also re forms , and there remains only the geni 

al r eflections on their earlier checkered careers with which to 

enliven an occasional dinner party. From a relation of picaresque 

activities the book develops into a "roman de moeurs" and finally 

falls off into a pre-Rousseauistic praise of country life. 

Gil Blas is usually conceded to be the first "roman de moeurs 

in France. The Seventeenth century realistic tales of Sorel, ur~-

" tiere and Scarron indicate an approach toward the novel of ~anners. 

They attempt to portray reality; Fureti~re in Le Roman Bourgeois 

paints a class of society, and Scarron in Le Roman Comique confines 

himself to a province and a strolling group of actors: -b-Y.t they 

fail to reproduce reality by reason of their delight in caricature 

and their attempt to burlesque the contempor ry French prose ro

mance . Gil Blas is the first complete study of "les hommes et leur 

moeurs". All classes and all characters are presented in this 

fir st great "co~edi e humaine". Despite the picaresque adventures 

which season the work ith a romantic flavor, the hole is a real-

istic study of men and the milieux in hich they move. All classes 

and stations: cooks, poets, philosophers, superannuated courtesans, 

actresses, doctors, picaros, priests, rakes, statesmen, nobles and 

pedants are here passed in revie , decke out in their follies and 

presented in "les milieux" hich best set off their vanities. The 

characters are presented as in La Bruyere, under the stage direc

tion of oliere, and :ith the epi rammatic irony of Lesage to com

ment on their appearance. Take for instance the portrait of the 

Archbishop of Gr nada; "Ce prelat etait dans sa soixante-neuvie e 
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/ \ ' annee, fait a pen. pres comme mon oncle - c'est · dire gros et 

court. Il avait par dessus le monde les jambes fort tour~eea en 

dedans et il etait si chquye qu'il ne lui restait~ 'un toupet de 

cheveux derri~re, ce qui l'obligeait d'emboit "' sa tete dans un 

bonnet de laine fine a longues orejlles ... Mal3re tout cela je lui 

trouvais l'air d'un homme de qualitt, sans douve parce que je 

savais qu'il en"etait un. Nous autres pers0nnes du comrnu.n, nous 

regardons les grands seigneurs avec une prfvention qui leur prate 
A , 44 

souve _un air de grandeur que la nature pE:.QC-etre a refuse." 

Could any portrait reflect more strikingly the influence of La 
\ 

Bruyere and the gentle cynicism of Lesage ! 

Present day critics are agreed in crediting to Lesage the 

first "ro:rran de moeurs". . Morillot says of Gil B_las: "Il y a 

un cadre,il ya un semblant d'intrigue, il y a deja partout, le 

to~ et l'allure d'un r cit. C'est le roman de moeurs qui co~-
4E mence." Gil Blas is the first novel ;hera t ere is a conscious 

attempt at genre . It imitates reality and transfers the unbiased 

picture of humanity on the canvas v.ithout any a ttempt t o conceal 

its vices, or extol its virtues. Lesage is the creator of the 

novel ot manners by reason of his method of observation, toge ther 

·ith his fine art of familiarizing his characters so ttat they 

give the impression of a "tou que l'or. fait dans l a rue'· Tb.e 

objective art of Lesage is no t weakened by moral preoccupation . 

His reflections are tranquil, placid and tolerant as are the co -

ments of Gil Blas. Lesage glimpses the complexit of h n nature, 

its mediocrity and its essential smallness· et he never enetrate 

the inner ·orkings of his characters' minds. He has no psycholog-

44. Gil Blas, Tome II, p .1 7 . 
45. P. Mcrill t Le Roman en France, p.18 
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ical analys is, but he has the gift of unifyin his observations and 

animating his clar~cters' actions until they give the impression of 

complete reality. He transcribes reality as he vie s it ithout 

condoning society's vices or applauding its virtues. He is, in his 

impersonal detached methods of observation and narration, a precur

sor of the Nineteenth century realistic school. He offers in his 

impersonal objective method a complete contrast to Defoe ho is con

stantly assuming the roles of his characters, no' protestin a ainst 

in"ustices done them, and now attempting to explain away their 

vices . 

But if Lesage is a realist by means of his observation and 

impersonal comments on the life which he portrays, his tale of Gil 

Blas is nevertheless lacking in a degree of naturalness. Lesage 

pd ' ts exteriors and presents characters ithout interpretin their 

actions. He fails to glimpse the inner workin s of his characters' 

minds, and he cannot understand the moral co le ity hich controls 

their actions . Gil Blas is not a real person: he only serves to 

unite the strings and unify the action - and the other ch racters 

are too much after the same pattern. There is no shading or vari

ety in the presentation of characters: each one steps forward ith 

his role in his hand and never surprises by recitin a different 

part. The author lacks inventi e powers, and a trul poetic imagina 

tion, but he is the product of an ge of classicism and restraint 

hich limits his efforts at the outset, so e can expect no more . 

atever the obvious faults of Gil Blas, the style of the 

Piece alone pl aces it almost amon literary masterpieces . Buffon 's 

neat maxim, "le style c'est l'homme", applies aptly to Lesage, .ho, 

instead of coming into the orld with the proverbial silver spo n 

in his mouth , made his entrance ~ith a neat epigram. The very babes 
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deal in epigrams, and by the time they have learned to walk they 

converse only in aphorisms. It is true that the constant display 

of clever epigrams heaped upon fine aphorisms grows wearisome and 

we frequently wish for some slight alleviation, but Gil Blas evi

dently disagrees with us for he launches an epigram at the slightest 

provocation and then adds: "Je louais dans ma mauvaise humeur des 
46 

aphorismes que j'avais jus' qu• ~la fort tfegliges''· The style 

of Gil Blas is not so brilliant and equal as that of Le Diable Boi

teux, but there are moments when it approaches the perspicuity and 

simplicity of the former work: "La cour a la vertu du fleuve L~th~ 
47 

pour nous faire onblier nos parents"; again, commenting on the tran-

Sitoriness of fortune, "La fortune ressemble aces coquettes Vives 

et Iegeres qui eohappent aux galants qui ne lea brusquent pas" . 
48 

Perhaps no phrase in the entire book is more illustrative of Lesage•s 

own style than the comment hich the Duke of Olivares makes on San-

~ ' tillane's style: "Santillana, ton style est concise et meme ele ant, 

il n'est qu'un pe trop natural." 
49 

Despite the excellencies of phrasing in Gil Blas and Le Dia

ble Boiteux, the fine quality of observations and the objective 

transcription of reality, neither ork can be placed among the tru

ly great works of fiction. The very fact that Gil Blas is a satir -

cal piece rates it as secondary, especially as the satire is fre

quently personal and objectionable. Both tales are "romans a clef", 

and belong more to their own particular period than to all time • 

.And yet, Gil Blas, because of its survey of "la comedie humaine" 

46. Gil Blas, Tome II, p. 35. 
47. Ibid., p. 208. 
48. Ibid., p. 117 
49. Ibid., p. 443 . 
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contains much that is typical of all classes and all ages. Whatever 

' its faults and limitations, Gil Blas continues the inimitable. e 

may forget its picaresque tendencies and its realistic preoccupation 

but the charm of the naive, confiding hero and his deliciously fla

vored comments still persists. 

<4 22· 2M 
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Chapter III. De~oe : Literary Influences; Captain 

Singleton; Moll Flanders; Colonel Jack. 

While we have little information concerning the literary 

odels of Defoe's rogue stories, it is usually conceded that the 

popular criminal biographies, which flourished in the Seventeenth 

century and continued in popularity through Defoe's own time, served 

as the matter for the narratives of roguery which he later developed. 

"Defoe cannot be classed with the writers of picaresque romances, for 

his narratives of roguery were developed from the popular criminal 

biographies, rather than from the Spanish literary form, and differ 

from the latter not only in structure and in emphasizing character 

instead of incident, but in being quite fre e from the cynical . ant i -
60 

idealistic spirit." The unvarying theme of his narratives, treat-

ing of a criminal, a rogue or an adventurer, suggests the possible 

influence of earlier confessions and rogue tales, and the ground-work 

of fact employed in Captain Jrvery, Duncan Campbell, and Robinson Cru

soe, indicates his use of material similar to that contained in vari

our real and fictitious biographies of the period. To what extent he 

utilized these biographical accounts of earlier narratives, is a mat

ter for speculation; but his interest in contemporary events and his 

keen journalistic mind which saw copy in every unusual happening war

rant the supposition that the main incidents of his narratives have a 

basis of fact. Undoubtedly Defoe's reports on the notable criminals, 

artouche, John Sheppard, and Jonathan ild, which are in the manner 

50. Charlotte Morgan - The Novel of Manners, P• 47. 
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I l°f the journalists of the Restoration, are taken in part from earlier 

ooounta. Similarly, the rogue story of Moll Flanders bas an earlier 

ounterpart in The Counterfeit Lady (1673) of Francis Kirkman. 

ernbaum, in bis discussion of the Mary Carleton Narratives dra s a 

arallelism "between the careers of Moll Carleton and oll Flanders 

1th their frequent marriages, their thefts, and their transporta-
61 

ion. n But the similarity in substance is not so remarkable as 

he general method and tone of the two works. "The serious moral 

one, the minute depiction of occurrences, the coherence of the plot, 

he tracing of the motives of the characters, and the elaborate orea

ion of verisimilitude,- these qualities, hose combination is usual

y considered original 1th Defoe, we have seen to be prevailing 

of The Counterfeit Lady."02 

Defoe's employment of the devious methods of earlier journal

~sts and biographers in fabricating plots and inventing incidents, in 

dicat s his interest in material close at hand r ather than in the 

ore remote Spanish picaresque literature, an the earlier rogue nar-

of Thomas Nae . . Jusserand, who er dits ash, the author 

Jack ilton (1694), 1th the invention of the novel of real life 

n England, finds it necessary to "get over the hole of the Seven

eenth aentury and go back to Jack ilton, the orthy brother of Rox

a, oll Plandera, and Colonel Jack, in order to oonLeot Defoe 1th 
63 he past of English literat~e." But this no longer see s neces-

ary, for with the material of numerous criminal accounts, recent 

oyages and discoveries close at hand, and his o journalistic ao-

ivities to convert them into "best sellers", Defoe had little need 

• Bernbaum, ary Carleton Narratives, p. 89. 
Ibid.; p. 90 • 

• J. J. Ju serand, The English ovel i~ the Time of Shakes~eare, 
p. 348. 
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of earlier picaresque fiction, which had been for some time in a 

languishing state. While it is frequently considered that Lesage's 

Gil Blas, a literary descendant of the Spanish picaresque tale, 

served as a model for Defoe's rogue narratives, the theory cannot 

be proved with any degree of accuracy. The Gil Blas could have in

fluenced him little more than the Spanish picaresque tales, of which 

numerous tr nslations already flourished in England. 

But whatever the souroes of Defoe_, and the models on which he 

constructed his narratives, his romances of roguery are primarily 

the product of his literary apprenticeship in the journalistic 

field. Defoe was above all a journalist. He was interested in af

fairs of the day; in political parties, in international relations, 

in foreign policies, in trade and commerce. He wrote for the read

ing public - to please popular taste. Almost all of his writings 

were "pieces de circonstance". "Whenever any distinguished person 

died or otherwise engaged public attention, no matter how dis

tuinguished, whether as a politician, a criminal, or a divine, Defoe 

lost no time in bringing out a biography. It as in such emergen

cies that he produced his Mem ·rs of CharlesXIL Peter the Great, 

Count Patkul, Captain Avery, ing of Pirates, Domini~uecartou~ 

Rob Roy, Jonathan Wild, Jack Sheppard, Duncan Campbell. 
54 

The crude material of several of Defoe's rogue tal s, notably 

Colonel Jack and Moll Flanders.is to be found in his jollrnalistic 

activities in connection with Mist's and A 1 bee 's Jou.rnals. Apple

bee's Journal, with which he was connected from 1720 to 1726, is of 

special importance as it was during this period that he frequently 

interviewed criminals of Ne gate and wrote up their accounts, elab

orating on facts to produce a sensational pamphlet hich would still 

54. W.Minto - Daniel • 131. 
4-22-8M 
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have the appearance of truth, so carefully was it embroidered and au 

thentioated. The aim of these "yellow journals" was to pretend a 

closely followed reality and consequently effect a big sale. Fre

quently the actual basis of facts was slight and required all the 

embellishments of even such a clever workman as Defoe to produce the 

desired effect of sensation built upon a foundation of reality. His 

treatment of the thief and jail-breaker, Jack Sheppard, is typical 

of his method of elaborating on confessions. Jack is first intro

duced to his readers through the columns of Applebee's in a letter 

purporting to be by Jack (the original being on display in Apple

bee' a window). The letter is followed by a narrative of Jack's ad

ventures, ascribed to the prisoner himself; and finally, before 

J ack's execution, while he is standing beneath the gibbet, he author 

i zes the pamphlet as a faithful record of his dying confessions. 

From writing biographies with real names and invented incidents, to 

writing biographies with fictitious names and fabricated incidents 

was but a abort step. 

Thus D foe's rogue tales gre out of bis journalistic labors. 

His biographical histories of the lives of Colonel Jack, Captain 

Singleton and Moll F~andera are not far removed from his pamphlets 

on the criminals Rob Roy, carouche, and Jack Sheppard. He sa a 

ready market for fabricated accounts of the thievings, piracies and 

commercial enterprises of harlots, sailors, trades-people and young 

street Arabs - and he proceeded to furnish the material. 1th an 

eye to the main chance he recognized the importance of "forging 

stories and imposing them on the world for truth", of embellishing 

and inventing incidents to satisfy the curiosity of the public, of 

vouching for the truth of his narratives by desoribing the manner 

in which the story was first related to him, and then proceeding to 

'·22·BM 
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state his own reasons for accepting the evidence which he offers. 

Defoe's first rogue romance, containing a fictitious hero and 

nvented episode.a, appeared in 1720. "The Life, Adventures and Pira

ies of the famous Captain Singleton: containing an account of his be 

ng first set on shore in the island of Madagascar, his settlement 

a description of the place and inhabitants: of his pas ~ 

rom thence in a paraguay to the mainland of Africa, with an account 

f the customs and manners of the people; his great deliverances from 

he barbarous natives and wild animals: of his meeting with an Eng

ishman, a citizen of London, amongst the Indians. The great riches 

e acquired, and his voyage home to England. As also Captain Single

on' s return to sea, with an account of his many adventures and pira

ies with the famous Captain Avery, and others." Defoe had already 

itten a pamphlet on Captain Avery's exploits (1719), and it as per 

aps during this period that he conceived the idea of inventing a

other pirate, rival as well as assistant to Captain Avery. 

Captain Singleton is a lively tale of adventure, lacking in u

but entertaining because of ·its romantic treatment of roguery. 

Bob Singleton, has no high moral principles with hich to 

ore the reader as Crusoe had in the Serious Reflections. He is 

hor oughly bad and enjoys admitting it. His efforts at reform are 

eeble and never very strongly voiced. Bob Singleton as stolen from 

nursemaid while still an infant, sold to a gypsy woman, and cast 

pon the county parish where o.e learned the carpenter' a trade. When 

welve years old he went to sea and was captured by the Portuguea , 

ong whom he learned to swear and steal and lie. "I was exactly 

for their society indeed; for I had no sense of virtue or re

upon me ..•...... and yet, even in this state of original wick

edness, I entertained such a settled abhorrence of the Portuguese, 

46 
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that I could not but hate them moat heartily from the beginning, and 
66 

all my life afterwards." While at .Madagascar be mutinied with the 

ship's crew and waa left on the island with t'enty- even of t he men. 

They constructed a rude ship out of a wreck which they had discover

ed, and reached Africa after a voyage of over three weeks. They the~ 

decided to cross the "dark continent", traveling by boat and on land 

for nearly 1800 miles. Then begins a minute account of the famous 

trip across the desert astes of Central Africa. After various vi

cissitudes and much good fortune in the way of treasure, they arrive 

at the gold coast and engage passage to England. The Captain loses 

his money in gambling and carousingJand then ships with a v sel 

which turns pirate ship. The capta n, because of his bol daring, is 

made lieutenant; the pirates form a band hich later unites 1th Cap

tain Avery's privateers, and they proceed to loot the rich merchant 

vessels of the South Seas. After the Captain has accumulate a fine 

fortune,his conscience begins to trouble him and he returns to 

land where he marries the sister of his friend Q ker illiams 

" (with whom I live much more happy than I des erve)" . 

The early life of Captain Singleton corresponds to picar esque 

traditions. Hie parentage is unknown, not illegitimat s is Guz-

man's, or lo as is Lazarillo's. His office to the be oman is 

similar to Lazarillo's duties while in the service of the blind beg

gar, and his andering life with the gypsies is slightly pioaresq e. 

But after the captain is pressed into the service of carpenters and 

carried to Newfoundland by a master of a ship, he departs from the 

petty rogueries and thieveries of the true picaro and becomes a King 

of Adventures. His initiation into piracy and his promotion to a 

65. Captain Singleton. G. A. Aitken edition, P• 8. 
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captaincy equal to the rank of the famous pirate Avery remove him 

/ from the class of picaros, who, like Guzman, beg with pointed ulcers 

or, like Lazarus, trick their masters out of a fe shillings. 

The didactic purpose of the author is not intruded auffi o1-

ently to destroy the charm of this adventuresome, stirring tale of 

sea-life, which contains more freedom and picturesque color than an 

of Defoe's succeeding narratives. The Captain is more sincere t han 

his brothers and sisters. He tells us that he is a liar, a thief 

and a degenerate; in fact, he almost boasts about his sins. When he 

is terrified by a fearful storm that threatens the ship, he thinks 

that God is executing vengeance on him, yet he f eela no "sof tening 

tokens of a sincere penitent; afflicted at the punishment, but not 

at the crime; alarmed at the vengeance, but not terrified at the 

guilt; having the same gust to the crime, though terrified to the 

last degree at the punishment which I concluded I was just no go

ing to receive.n66 The Captain enjoys his piratical adventures with 

a zest, unrestrained by small worryings of his conscience or fre

quent attempts at righteous living. He waits pati ently to reform, 

and voices his decision bluntly and honestly as a rough sailor ould 

do. "I have no notion what repentance means; indeed, at best I kno 

little of the matter; but the nature of the thing seems to tell me 

that the first step we have to take is to break off this wretched 

course; and I'll begin there with you, with all my heart." 67 

But more entertaining than the Captain's decision to refor 

is the relation of the exploits of the pirate ere ; the nets which 

they lay for unsuspecting trading-vessels, the rich booty ( hich 

66. Oaltain Singleton, G.A.Aitken Edition, p. 223. 
57. Ib d., p. 295. 
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they divide fairly), the perils, the escapes, the encounters 1th 

British men-of-war, the retreats and preparations for defense - thee 

constitute the chief charm of the work. Bow they take an Ar bian 

junk, which they gut of pearl, no a ship from Bengal, laden 1th 

spices, silk , diamonds, oaliooes, pearls, etc. Defoe glimpses the 

romance of spices, nutmegs, cinnamons, cloves, gold and precious 

atones. He revels in the spoils of the ore and poura over the col

lection of rare gems and silken fabrics like another merchant pirate. 

He is, perhaps, the only prose writer ho can make up paragraph af

ter paragraph of mere tock orde, hich carry an appeal of onder 

and romance to the reader. Doubtless, if he lived in the present 

day of mail-order houses, he could compile a catalogue hich ould 

combine all the virtues of the practical 1th the embroideries of 

the imaginative. 

Defoe's great po er, howeTer, li snot so much in de crip-

tion but in his ability to portr y characters. In ca tain Si ton 

the t o parts of great at interest to the r ader are the aooo t of 

the journey across .Africa, and the part devoted to the char cter of 

illiam alters, the Quaker. 

1th the exception of 1111am the Qu er d erh a th 

hero, the characters in ca tain Sin leton are not particularly con-

vincing. The " iee and ary 1111 is perhaps the b st awn of 

all Defoe's characters. He as, according to Si 1 ton " comic 

fellow indeed, a an of very good solid sense and an exoell nt sur-

geon· but · hat as orth all, very good-h ored and pleaai in his 

conversation, and a bold, stout fellow, too as an 

ua.n68 The astute Quaker's advice is al aye seeml 

68. Captain Singleton, G. • Aitken Edition P• 163 • 
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in a tone of mock solemnity; also, it is practioal and usually nets 

the pirates concrete results. .All illustration of his dry humor goes 

to prove that Defoe does not completely eschew humor, a oharge fre-

quently made against his writing. Singleton's pirate ship is being 

pursued by a Portuguese vessel: "William the Quaker comes to me with 

a kind of smile. 'Friend,' says he, 'what does yon ship follow us 

for?' 'Why,' says I, 'to fight us, you may be sure.' 'ell,' says 

he, 'and will he come up with us, dost thou think?' 'Yes,' says I, 

'you see she will.' 'Why then, friend,' says the dry wretch, 'hy 

dost thou run from her still, when thou seest she ill overtake 

thee? Will it be better for us to be taken farther off than here?' 

'Much as one for that,' says I. 'Why, what ould you have us do?' 

'Do?' says he, 'let us not give the poor man more trouble than needs 

must; let us stay for him and hear what he has to say to us.' 'He 

will talk to us in powder and ball,' said I. 'Very ell, then,' 

says he, 'if that be his country's language, we must talk to him in 

the same, must we not? or else ho 
69 

shall he understand us?'" 

illiam is the cause of Singleton's conversion and final repentance. 

He urges his friend to cease his "wretched course", but prudently 

manages to preserve his worldly effects by arguing the impossibility 

of restoring their wealth to the rightful owners, contenting himself 

by leaving the disposition to Providence. Although all of Defoe's 

characters exhibit very little sentiment or affection to ard each 

other, William seems to take a friendly concern in the Captain's re

form and the captain, in return, likes him heartily, worries when 

is absent and is overjoyed on his return. The Quaker keeps the 

scene animated with his dry, gibing remarks, hich r elieve the story 

69. Captain Singleton, G.A.Aitken,Edition, P• 223. 
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of a certain prosaio dllllness that frequently ere p into Defoe's 

narratives. 

The aooount of the journey across .Afric is usually pointed 

out as a nice illustration of the author's rem rkable po er of crest 

ing verisimilitude by means of assembling minute details. It has 

also been said that in captain Si~ leton, Defoe anticipated some of 

the discoveries made in Central Africa during recent years . But De-

foe had, undoubtedly, read De Flacourt's Histoire de ascar 

(1661), and Ogilby's Description of Afr~ca (1670), so that muoh of 

the topographical inform tion could be based o actual descri 1tion. 

The minute details of the trip, the toilsome arches the incidents 

en route, and the exact account of the progress de e ch day, to

gether ith compass information as to directions of inde and travel, 

are Defoe's typical contribution. The de ori tion o the flor and 

fauna is particularly good - 'Lions, tigers and leo d bound -

aometi~es e killed hare sometimes some fo ls, b t for life I 

cannot giv 

nother that 

names to any of them except a kind of partid e and 

as like our turtl ........ In tho e ent d s' arch 

e advanced four degrees to t e north ard, besides so e ridi n 

distance estward, and e met 1th abundanc o aleph t , i 

a good number of elepb nts' teet scattered u and do n re and 

there in the oody grounds, especiall so e of bich ere er 

large ........ e killed some ild feline ani al th foot of 

these bills· but exce t o things like to notbi t ever a 

before, e et 1th nothing that as fit to e t hose re 

that seemed to be e een the kind of a bUff lo and a deer, but in-

deed resembled neither· for they had no hor s and h d t 11 
60 

like a cow 1th a fi e bead and the neck like a deer. Later on 

tain Sin leton G. A.Aitken Edition . 128-32. 



they discover an Englishman who is living in a savage state among 

the negroes. This white man guides the little band to some lo 

hills where they acquire much wealth in gold and ivory. The dreary 

desert wastes and frightful forests which they encounter during the 

march are faithfully reproduced; the attacks on camps by ferocious 

beasts and native savages are so vividly narrated as to produce the 

effect of a terrible reality. This over abundance of details become 

dull and wearisome at times, but when it deals with the remote and 

far-off impossible tropic forests and arid wilds of Central Africa, 

it carries with it the charm of adventure and unknown peril. 

Captain Singleton is one of the early sea-romances - it 

fails to catch the glamour of the sea, but it retains the charm of 

daring i f e and the romance of far-off remote places. It has a reck

less gaiety and abandon - a disregard for the morro and a arm ap

preciation of the present moment, which help to maintain its peren

nial interest. Then, too, it is further removed from the Dissenting 

voice of the author than are the other rel tions, and in consequence 

is more piquantly enjoyable. 

Defoe's next important rogue romance, oll Flanders, was pub

lished in January, 1722. Just as in many of the other narratives 

the author pretends a closely follo ed reality and claims a manu

script source for the tale, Defoe admits nthat the original of this 

story is put into ne ords, and the style of the famous lady e her 

speak of is a little altered ....•• e cannot say, indeed, that 

this history is carried on quite to the end of the life of this fa

mous oll Flanders, for nobody can rite their own life to the full 

end of it, unless they can write it after they are dead."61 The au

thor ingeniously gives an impression of reality to the story in or-

61. oll Flanders Edition De Luxe Author's Preface. 
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der to make his book sell well. Perhaps the story was suggested by 

the life of some real woman - or as Mr. Bernbaum suggests by the 

earlier Mary Carleton Narratives. It is at any rate the best known 

Of Defoe's criminal narratives and whether it is a real or fictitious 

iography matters very little. 

The full title of the book was, "The Fortunes and Misfortunes 

Of the Famous Moll Flanders, who was born in Newgate, and during a 

life of continued Variety, for Threescore Years, besides her child

hood, was Twelve Years a Whore, Five Times a Wife (whereof once to 

her own Brother), Twelve Years a Thief, Eight Years a Transported 

elon in Virginia, at last grew Rich, lived Honest and died a Peni

tent. Written from her own Memorandums." 

The title gives a synopsis of the plot which is very slight, 

as is usually the case in Defoe's narratives. His interest in char

acters led him to neglect the story, and his sole interest in the 

hero and heroine caused him to disregard minor characters. The his

tory of Moll is similar in many details to The Counterfeit Lady, and 

ight be duplicated by any journalistic account of a shop-lifter or 

l 's mother is a felon, and oll is born during her 

other's imprisonment in Newgate. The child wanders among gypsies 

(just as Captain Singleton had done), is later oared for by the par

ish, put to school where she learns needle- ork ,and is finally sent 

out to serve. Moll is a vain young lady, proud of her fine aye and 

accomplishments which rival those of her mistresses. She loses her 

Virtue readily to the young master, and then, follo s, step by step, 

the story of her degradation. Her history is a continual struggle 

to arrive at .virtuous living against her own inclinations. Her fre

quent marriages and disappointments, her loss of fortune and chil

dren do not break her spirit. She continues gay and confident that 



some day she will reform, and, as a reward for her repentance, be 

given a comfortable living. When she first becomes a t h ef by virtue 

of necessity she exhibits all the timidity of a novice. "It is im-

ossible to express the horror of my soul all the while I did it -

I crossed the street indeed, and went down the first turning I came 

to •....•. from thence I crossed and turned through so any ways and 

turnings, that I could never tell which way I went •...... In short, I 

as under such a surprise that I knew not whither I as going, or 
62 

hat to do." Moll becomes hardened by her success and her con-

ceases to disturb her• "Bot with all my sense of its being 

ruel and inhuman, I could never find it in my heart to make any re s 

itution •.••••.. At length yielding to the importunities of my crime, 
63 

cast off all remorse." Her capture and imprisonment at e gate 

and later her deportation to Virgihia. Her fortunes improve, 

nd she returns to England with one of her husbands and a son ,resolv

live virtuously and to repent her icked career. 

The purpose of oll' s history is obviously didact i c. The au

aolemnly nnounced his worthy aim: "Throughout the inf i ni te v ri 

ty of this book, this fundamental is moat strictly adhered to: there 

s no t a wicked action in any part of it, but is first or last ren

~ered unhappy and unfortunate: there is not a superlative villain 

rought upon the stage, but, either he is brought to an unhappy end 

brought to be a penitent; there is not an ill thing ment i one , but 

is condemned, even in the relation, no a virtuous, jus t t hing but 

carries its praise along ith it ••••• Upon this f oundation this 

ook is r ecommended to the reader, as a ork from very part of which 

something may be learned, and some just and religious inference is 

62. Moll Flanders, Edition de Luxe, p. 268, Vol. I. 
63. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 18. 
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drawn, by which the reader will have something of instruction if he 
64 

pleases to make use of it." 

Evid ntly in Moll Flanders the author is attempting a thesis 

novel, a novel of reform, but he fails somewhat in hie undertaking. 

Moll's repentance is not convincing. Our heroine is too delighted 

in her conquests and oheatings to develop suddenly into a righteous 

penitent. She talks about reforming, but delays until she has made 

her fortune. Slie recognizes her wickedness and continually apolo

gizes for it, but she is the victim of circumstances and is forced 

by necessity to become a thief. Thus she avoids the responsibility 

of her own actions and attempts to claim the reader's sympathy. 

Chandler's opinion as to hat Defoe accomplishes in this narrative 

seems, on the whole, slightly exaggerated. "He sho ed the decline of 

a soul from innocence to knowledge, temptation and sin, and then it 

rise, by virtue of repentance, from distress through honesty, to 
65 

prosperity and calm." Defoe distributes re ards of merit and issues 

penalties for crime quite judiciously. oll steals - she is captured 

and placed in Newgate - she repents, and is transported - she refor a 

and a good income is settled on her. oll's reform is only a super-

ficial conforming to the demands of her author. She is obliged to 

exemplify the rules o~ conduct outlined in the preface and she pro

ceeds to do so. Like Roxana and Captain Singleton she reforms hen 

adventures cease to attract and comfortable al.lo anoes are more al-

luring than pretty necklaces. 

Moll Flanders, as well as ca tain Sin l~ton, has sligh traces 

of picaresque tradition. oll is of lo parentage, her mother a 

felon, and her father unknown, she lives ith the gypsies and later 

64. oll Flanders, Edition de Luxe, Author's Preface. 
65. Chandler, F •• Literature of Roguery, Vol. II, p. 289. 
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on is brought up on the bounty of the parish. Her career of petty 

thievi ng perhaps more nearly approaches the true picaro activities -

she picks a gold watch, robs a child of its finery, gets a parcel 

from a hare-brained wench at the coaches, makes way with rich booty 

at a fire. She is a true feminine rogue - a picar , who lives by 

her wits and feminine wiles. Her low intrigues and numerous amours 

correspond to Guzman's debasing affairs - her fits of repentance and 

long moralizings to Aleman's wearying sermons. 

Moll is perhaps the most real and vital of Defoe' s femi nine 

characters. In the delineation of Moll's character Defoe sho s more 

psychological interest and more insight into female understanding 

and reasoning than in his other works. The fortunes and misfortunes 

of Moll are followed closely. The author attempts to explain her 

viciousness by circumstances, and apologizes for her errors because 

Of her poor training during childhood. Her career of vice is traced 

logically step by step, from the moment she is seduced by her young 

master to her confinement in the gloomy prison of e gate. Yet, de

spite her vice and deceit, oll still demands our sympathy. Her 

life is a continued struggle for self-preservation. She is bold and 

courageous - never depressed and ever on the watch for another op

portunity - another marriage - another commercial venture. oll's 

character expands in the excitement of living by her its. She has 

outbursts of passion and romantic sentiment - she is not entirely 

selfish and hardened - she exhibits real affection for one husba d, 

Jemmy, over whose loss she grieves an entire day. But all's affec

tions are widely distributed; she has no fine sentiments or elevat

ing passions. She is essentially human; capricious and vain, yet 

With a certain practical good sense and indomitab1e courage, not en-

tirely unattractive. 
4 ·22-8M 



oll is not primarily a creature of pas ion te e otio 

enduring sentiments. She is prudent and cautious· oh cteri tic o 

all the persons in Defoe's tales. She confesses freel to her re d-

ers, but she is more reticent in her dealings 1th her bu b nd d 

children. She is sbre d and practical, 1th an eye to the ain 

chance. She chooses her course boldly and aocepts the coneeq enc 

of her crimes philosophically. Like Captain Singleton she en o the 

immediate present and akes the most of her o ortunitiee. here is 

a mixture of shrewd practical understanding and co a eous ood na-

ture in oll's character that redee her vioiou ne and 1 e her 

tone of sincerity and vital reality hich is lao ng in ot the 

authontio orimi al biographies of the perio . oll 11 eo e o 

~er vigorous, healthy n ture· despit her erring as d vioio s 

abits, she is generous and chsritabl 

sympathies. 

not entir 1 devo1 o 

Although Defoe e phasizee char cter in e of i oi nt 

jistory of landers retains uoh of its interee 

cause of the abundant incidents hioh introd oed to 1 

etting for oll's amour b r ori a and her o io 

he story has all the vividness o realit nd th oiro 

so varied as to never beoo onotonoua. b 0 0 

1an plant tions oll'e journeys tbro h l d to c e 

~usband ho "should look like a ge tl her io 

ent , her cri inal occ pations an her 1 pr o t 

all described with lively interest nd e t 0 . 1 1 

horror of the e gate scene is r produoed 

er entrance into the prison. 't is i po 

t 1T1 l b oll u o 

le to describe he ter-

or of my mind hen I as first brou ht i an hen I look d roun 

upon all the horrors of that dis al place .....• the h 111 h noi 

"'22 M 
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the roaring and s earing and clamour, the etenob and na tin 88, 

all the dreadful afflicting things that I ea there, Joined to ke 

the place seem an emblem of hell itself, and a kind of entrance into 

it."66 The oallouaness of the prisoners, ho seem hardened to their 

fate,and the coarse brutality 1th hich they greet oll and flout 

her over her capture, are graphically set forth by the author. he 

minute explanation of the prisoners' insensibilit to their misfor

tunes exhibits fine psychology on the part of Defoe, 'Ti e, neces

sity, and conversing ith the retches that are there familiarizes 

th place to them; at last they become reconciled to that hicb at 

first was the greatest dread upon their spirits in the orld, nd 

are as impudently cheerful and erry in their isery aa they ere 

hen out of it •...• Ho thi hell should beco e by degrees so nat

ural, and not only tolerable, but even gree ble, is a thing unin-

telligible but by those 
67 

ho have e perienced it as I have. 011 1 

d ya are at first spent in the ut o t horror of ibbet nd h l er 

evil spirits and devils.' She is terror-stricken over her et 

crimes, and yet honestly recognize the co ardice of her repent ce 

hicb occurs only hen the opportunity of further ei 1 i re 0 -

ed. She revie s her life of horedo dulter incee l 1 

th "'t " .... . and has not the he rt to as od ero . B du 1 h 

becomes accustomed to the noises and ol our of t h prison d b -

comes a "mere ewg e-bird ic ed and s tr eo as 

he gloomy horrors of e gate on the orni of exec tion da ha 

a note of conviction, hich betrsys Defo 1 s inti t 0 l Of 

prison su:ffering; "The next orning there a a sad scene indeed in 

the prison. The first thing I as saluted 1th in the orni s 

dition de Luxe, Vol. II, pp. 117-118. 
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he tolling of the great bell at st. Sepulchre's, hioh ushered i the 

ay. As soon as it began to toll, a dismal groaning and crying as 

eard from the condemned hole, where there lay six poor souls, ho 

ere to be executed that day, some for one crime, some for another, 
68 

and two for a murder." Defoe's description of Newgate life gives 

the impression of vivid and absolute reality. He catches the apat t-

c attitude of the prisoners, their fits of despondency and steri-

cal mirth, their brutish stupidity and flickering moods of hope and 

de spair. The scene is po erful and gripping; it moves because of 

the unemotional, simple methods, hich the author employs to produce 

the desired f fect of verisimilitude. The trials of the prisoners 

the unjust punishments which they recei e , the corrupt ractices of 

the courts of justice are condemned by the Dissenting author, ho 

recognizes the abuse of la and the crying need for prison refor s. 

oll Flanders is in many respects the beet novel that fo 

ever wrote. oll is a more complicated character than the blunt Cao-

tain Singleton or the business-like Colonel Jack. She is a p culiar 

mixture of selfi shness, impula generosity, hard-heartedne s and 

greed. oll is the victim of circwnstances. In tracing the vigi-

lant resolution itb hich she plays upon h n ma the spas a 

of compunction hich shoot across her ily designs, the selfi h after 

thoughts hich paralyz her nerous i pulses her fit of d r -devil 

courage and uncontrollable panic, and the steady current of oo -

humore satisfaction itb herself hioh es her chuckle eq all 

over mishaps and suocesse , Defoe has gon deepl into the spri 

of action and sketche a rich page in the natur history of bis 

species.n69 But landers is onl a str1 of entertaining in-

68. oll Flanders, Edition de Luxe, Vol. II, pp. 142-3. 
69. Daniel Defoe, into, English en of Letter Series, p. 138. 
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cidents with one character to unify the action. It lacks a central 

idea and purpose , unless it be the gradual corruption of the hero

ine's virtue, and here, too, the author seems more vitally concerned 

with the heroine's cheatings and amours than in explaining the direc 

causes of her downfall. Defoe reproduces a society of harlots,th1eves 

sailors, and traders, but Moll is the only character that lives and 

moves. Moll Flanders is not a real novel; it is merely a naturalis

tic biography, but it shows imaginative powers, creative abilities, 

and a keen insight into character, which the author rarely exhibits 

in his other writings. 

Defoe's next venture in the field of fictitious biography was 

Th Life of Colonel Jaok, which was published in December, 1722. The 

full rounded out title of the tale serves as an index to the con

tents: "The History and Remarkable Life of' the truly Honourable ' 

Colonel Jacque, vulgarly called Col. Jack, ho as born a Gentleman · 

put 'Prentice to a Pickpocket; was six and t enty years a Thiet . and 

then kidnapped to Virginia; came back a merchant; as five times mar 

ried to four whores; went into the wars, behaved bravely, ot Prefer 

ment, was made Colonel of a Regiment; came over, and fled 1th the 

Chevalier, is still abroad Completing a Life of onders, and resolve 

to die a Gentleman." 

The story is of the simplest. Like the Captain and Koll, the 

Colonel is brought up in ignorance of his birth by an old woman, pai 

to care for illegitimate children. en he is ten years old she die 

and Jacque begins his varied career of thieving, picking pockets, 

snatching handkerchiefs, etc. But the Colonel, like oll, is not en 

tirely lacking in generosity and good feeling. His conscience 

troubles him, and he returns some money to a poor woman, a year fro~ 

the time he had stolen it. Shortly after a s the Colonel is kid-
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napped and transported to a plantation in Virginia where he is sold 

into bondage. There he becomes a favourite with his master, is re

leased from his bondage, and sets up as a planter. From thence he 

returns to England where he contracts several unfortunate marriages, 

and goes back again to Virginia, marrying his first wife whom he had 

previously divorced. 

The author's purpose in writing this book is professedly di

dactic. In reality the moral teaching does not extend far beyond 

the preface, in which he states his aim somewhat pompously: "Here is 

r oom for just and copious observations on the blessin s nd dvan

tages of a sober, well-governed education, and the ruin of as many 

thousands of youth in this nation for want of it; also, ho many 

public schools and charities might be improved to prevent the de

struction of so many unhappy children as in their town are every 
70 year bred up for the gallows." He then proceeds to explain his 

anti-hero's distaste for thieving, which was forced on him by neces

sity - and how with the advantages of a good education he might have 

attained respectable success. To the reader he promises a delight

ful field where "he will see virtue and the ays of isdom every-

where applauded, honoured, encouraged, rewarded; vice and 11 kinda 

of ickedness attended with misery, many kinds of infelicities· and 

at last, sin and shame going together, the persons meeting 1th re

proof and reproach and their crimes 1th abhorrence," and then be

cause he feels so strongly the didactic impulse he adds, "Every ick 

ed r will here be encouraged to a change, and it ill appear 

tha t the best and only good end of an impious misspent i fe i s re-

pentance.n71 No writer of a Spanish pi caresque tale could s tate a 

70. Colonel Jack, Edition de Luxe, Preface, p. XIX. 
71. Ibid., p. XX. 
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more exemplary moral teaching. Even Aleman, who ia continually 

expostulating with the rogue, Guzman, for his vices, and delivering 

wearying sermons on the advantages of righteousness, cannot pretend 

to approach the conscious moral aim of Defoe, who wishes not only to 

amuse the reader, but to reform him if he is wicked, and incidental

ly indicate a necessity for improvement in public schools and chari

ties. 

Notwithstanding the praiseworthy purpose announced in riting 

the History of Colonel Jack, Defoe had the business man's viewpoint 

primarily in mind, for the book finally terminates in an account of 

the successful commercial enterprises of the Colonel, hom y

nadier calls "the Yankee trader of the ueen Anne riters". 

In the earlier part of the tale Defoe is f ollo ing picaresque 

tradition. Jack's adventures as a pick-pocket are in the true gusto 

picaresco . Jack is a worthy brother to cipion, to Guzman and La

zarillo; he lies, cheats, steals and begs 1th as good grace as a

nother picaro. But he is not quite hardened in hie career of crime. 

His conscience bothe him , and, like Guzman, Tague thoughts o! be-

ing a gentleman trouble him, and disturb the serenity of his a in 

existence. 

The character of Colonel Jack is not so convincing or vi id 

as that of oll or the Captain. Jack has no fine feelings or en

erous affections. Re is primarily a trader ith an eye to the in 

chance. Re lacks Moll's impulsiveness, while retaining all of her 

greed - he lacks Singleton's daring, yet has much of the former's 

commercial cunning. He is a typical business man· hard-hearted and 

practical, interested in commercial ventures as as his author, ith 

no imaginative qualities to redeem his dullness. The boy Jack is 

much more lovable than the grown up merchant, proud of his business 
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successes, who finds leisure to repent only after he has accumulated 

a fortune. Defoe's treatment of the early life of the neglected 

and untutored boy is sympathetic; in consequence, the character is 

more animated and real. The only part of the story which really 

holds the reader's interest is the first section, treating of Jack's 

gamin life in London. In Lamb's opinion "The beginning of Colonel 

Jack is the most affecting, natural picture of a young thief that 
72 

was ever drawn." Certainly Defoe becomes less interested in char-

acter delineation and more and more carried away by the trading ven

tures of this "Captain of Industry", for the book degenerates into a 

trade journal of cargoes of flour, malt, pease, dress goods and the 

like. 

The only merits which the book holds for present day readers 

are the remarkable powers of verisimilitude and the circumstantial 

vividness which the author exhibits in his treatment of the commer

cial ventures of the hero. Even in his description of Virginian 

plantations, Defoe makes very few blunders; his geography is almost 

always correct and his ships follow the compass faithfully. Just as 

Singleton gave memorandum lists of the rich booty hich they looted 

from merchant vessels, so the Colonel repeats the contents of every 

cargo t~at is transported, the proceeds of the shipment, and the in

vestment which he proposes to make 1th the returns. Although the 

Colonel is an old, penitent man hen he relates his life history, he 

is able to give a list o! the thievings at a county fair when he as 

but a mere child:-

"l. A white handkerchief from a country enoh, as she as start

ing up at a jack-pudding; there was 3 s. 6 d. and a row of pins tied 

up in one end of it. 

72. emoirs of Defoe, ilson, Vol. III, p. 429. 



2. A coloured handkerchief, out of a young country fellow's pock

et as he was buying a china orange. 

3. A riband purse with lls. 3d. and a silver thimble in it, out 

Of a young woman's pocket, just as a fellow offered to pick her up. 

N.B. She missed her purse presently, but, not seeing the thief, 

charged the man with it that would have picked her up, and cried out, 

'A pickpocket!' and he fell into the hands of the mob, but, being 
73 known in the street, he got off with great difficulty,~ - and so 

the collection continues; a knife and fork, a little silver box, 

another silk handkerchief, a jointed baby and little looking-glass. 

The book is filled with similar tabulated accounts, which serve to 

reveal the author's interest in concrete, material things, and his 

naive delight in accumulating articles which, despite their utili

tarian purpose, retain a touch of romance to his trader's mind. 

Pieces of fine English broadcloth, pieces of fine holland, of silk 

drugget, of broad silks, brocaded silks, damasks, boxes of ribands 

and lace occupy his imaginative activities. His mind adventures 

among pieces of eight, Spanish doubloons, silks, coffee, flour, r 

linens and woollens. Defoe vividly reproduces the b atling, anxi

ous trading life of the period. The story aves bac a nd forth ith 

the Colonel's sloops, laden with precious cargoes. It does not de

velop, nor does the Colonel, until be suddenly decides to ref~ect 

and repent, and "to learn, as Job says, to abhor himself in dust and 

ashes." 

The History of Colonel Jack is on the hole the least inter

esting and the most poorly constructed, from the standpoint of plot 

development, of Defoe's rogue romances. It lacks the charm of the 

73. Colonel Jack, Edition de Luxe, p. 18. 
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reckless, sea-roving life of the pir te, Sin leton, nd f il to 

oatch the healthy vividness of oll Flanders. So lon a the hero 

remains a sly thief in London, the story liv s , but h n he n e 

to Virginia and starts on his oareer of merchant prince, t e rel -

tion drags, tending to ard proli xi ty and repetition. he a thor 

fails to ork out the commendatory purpose hich he nnou..nce in 

the prefaoe, and instead of conducting hie hero lo i call thro h 

hie do nfall and repentance, he allo s the hero to lead hi lon 

the by-paths of industry and trade. 

In conclusion a ord my be sai abo t D foe's oh r actere 

a hole. They are all taken fro the lo er olaee of ociety. 

are possessed of practical common sense - the are d he te n 

selfish with an eye to the main ch ce. he exh bit little at c-

tion or tender sentiment. eir s i ns are ne ther 

th 

t nor obl 

bl e th r their crimes are for the moat part p tty -

guilt on oirowns tance. They ar the ioti of So 1 t the r 

gle feebly a ainet the ine itable and th n a 00 0 h 0 -

tunes. They are all ni ate b the c loul 1 

tbor. They plunder ehi , snatch dl i o 0 t, t r d 

cargo 1th the coolness and d rin of t t b 

stories live because of the a thor' inte i n 

in their petty noeuverin e to coo l sh t e 1 

harlots sailors, and desert-isl nder h e the o 1 

freshness; despite the lapse of ti e e o till 0 r -

ing of a ship the build in 0 a bo t th t t 0 1 . or 

the perils of a journe7 oross A.frioa 

4 22:4M 
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Chapter IV. A Comparison of the Picaresque ethods 

of Defoe and Lesage. 

The methods of composition employed by Lesage and Defoe in 

developing their narratives of roguery differ markedly, because of 

the difference in their literary models, tneir purpose and their in

dividual genius. Lesage used as his models the Spanish picaresque 

tale and the earlier realistic tales of Seven eenth century France. 

In particular, he was influenced by the methods of La Bruyere in 

and Moli~re in his comedies. Defoe's models, as has 

reviously been suggested, were the criminal biographies and confes

sions, which extended in popularity through the early part of the 

Eighteenth century. Whether or not Defoe was influenced by Lesage's 

Gil Blas, a literary descendant of the Spanish picaresque type, is 

debatable question. The mere external evidence offered by the publi

cation of the first two volumes of Gil Blas in 1716, several years 

rior to Defoe's earliest picaresque attempt, Qa t in Singleton (172) 

oes not justify a positive conclusion. It is, perhaps possible 

Defoe read Lesage's worK, but there is no mention of it in his 

oluminous writing. Ho ever, this fact is of little moment, for De

oe always refrained from disclosing his sources unless he could 

convince the public that they were true relations ( hich he had care-

' ully fabricated). And even assuming that Defoe did read Gil Blas, 

it could have served his purpose little better than the Spanish 

icaresque tales, of which numerous translations already flourished 

in England. But it is generally recognized that Defoe made practi

cally no use of the Spanish type, hich did not serve the purpose of 
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his own histories. 

The History of Gil Blas of Santillane as not translated in

to English until 1732-37, so that Defoe oould have had acoeaa only 

to the original Frenoh work. But Defoe oould read French, as his 

translation of Du Fresnoy's L'Art de la Peinture, under the title of 

The Complete .Art of Painting in 1720, readily proves. Dryden had 

already translated Du Fresnoy's poem, and Defoe must have been sore

ly in need of a few pounds to undertake a task which his journalis

tic style rendered impractical. 
74 A list of the books contained in Defoe's library indicates 

that he was acquainted with the French originals of Seventeenth cen

tury prose romances, and numerous accounts of voyages and discov

eries by French explorers. ~ Princesse de Cl ves i catalogued a

long with numerous voyages, essays on commerce and tales of adven

tures, exploration and discovery. otable among these are uevedo's 

Visions translated by L'Estrange; Cervantes' Six dventures, D s 

cartes Voyage du onde, 1691; The Trial of r_ry Butler, 1699, T e 

Turkish~; Frazier's Voyage to the South seas· Ludolph'a Hi tory 

of Ethiopa, 1682; and Randolph's State of the Islands in the .Archi

pelago, 1681. Defoe's reading seems to have centered on travel and 

discovery books rather than on the popular fiction of his day. Pri

marily a man of the orld, he as interested in commerce and travel 

in matters of state and in the events of the day, rather than in the 

world of "belles lettres" in hich Lesage, 6fter repeated effor 

finally on recognition. 

A comparison of the texts of Gil Blas ith Colonel Jaok, or 

Captain Singleton, offers no parallel in characters, incidents or 

episodes unless we except Scipion's account of the difficulties h 

74. The Athenmnm, '89: 1:279-1· 816. 
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suffering and illness of the little bands, their voyage down the 

river and frequent encounters with hostile villages, follow step by 

step in the two books. Defoe, however, elaborates the incidents and 

keeps a more carefully tabulated account of the daily progress. Defoe 

also i s a more skillful artist in embroidering reality with journalis~ 

tic expressions, which made the scenes appear natural and vivid. He 

has an accurate knowledge of the topography of the country hich he 

is desc ib i ng, while Lesage merely comments on the difficulties hict 

they encounter, a hill, a stream or a san'dy waste, seemingly una are 

of the strangeness and wonders of the desert land. Several passages 

from the two books will serve to illustrate this point: Le Chevalier 

de Beauch~ne, Livre VI, Ch. I: "Ayant pris un peu sur la droite pour 

nous rapprocher de la mer, nous apercfunes assez loin une oolline 

toute oouverte d'arbres. Nous y addresa6mes nos pas pour y passer 

la nuit ••••.••• nous couchames dans des joncs au bord d'une riviere 

gueable ou nous emneQ une nuit aussi fraiche que le jour avait ~t6 

Chaud. La rosee etait Si abondante que le matin nos Chemises~taient 
80 

toutes mouillees." Captain Singleton: "In our further prospect 

this way, we marched three days full west, the country on the north 

side being extraordinary mountainous and more parched and dry than 

any we had seen yet; whereas, in the part which look due est, e 

found a pleasant valley running a great way between two ridges of 

mountains. The hills looked frightful, being entirely bare of trees 

or grass, and even white 1th the dryness of the sand· but in the 

valley we had trees, grass and som creatures that ere fit for food, 
81 and some inhabitants." Defoe i s remarkably keen observer; he 

has the explorer's sense of perception hile Lesage serves as the 

80. Le Chevalier de Beauchene, Bk. VI, Ch.I. 
81 . Captain Singleton, Edited by G. A.Aitkene , P· 134. 



Commentator, who remarks on everything new he sees without being 

especially concerned about the novelty of the adventure. Despite 

the coincidences of these North African travels which are ~ter all 

not unusual in any voyage or travel book of the period, the r elation 

is not sufficiently striking to justify a coriolusion unless it be a 

purely negative one. This illustration merely goes to show that the 

prevalent theory that Defoe was indebted to Lesage, can be reversed 

and Lesage's indebtedness to Defoe proved with as much authority and 

accurateness - if at all. The question of their liter ry relation

ships is of little importance in the comparison of their works and 

in the final estimation of their genius. Whether Defoe did or did 

not read Gil Blas is immaterial, as it is generally recognized that 

he did not employ the Spanish picaresque tales from which Gil Blas 

descended. 

Both Lesage and Defoe, in keeping with the conventions of the 

period profess a moral purpose in writi g their hi tories, but fre

quently they forget the purpose as announced in the prefaoe, and are 

carried a ay by their interest in the fable. "Utile et dulci" is the 

motto of Lesage's agreeable Gil Blas; and, having announced his com

mendatory aim in the prefatory statement, he blithely forgets the 

useful and remembers only to play the agreeable, producing, as a re

sult, the book which amiable critics designate as " oral comma l~ 

experience". Defoe, in marked contrast, is frequently not far re

moved from his didactic intentions. Whenever his characters beoo e 

enamoured of their own guilt, and the narration becomes piquantly in 

teresting, the author leads his actors aside and exhorts them to re

pent in the othodox fashion. They return to the stage ith protes

tations of their sinfulness, fully determined to be s aved, but a 

gold vest or a silk handkerchief captivates their fancy and another 
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fall from graoe results. ot 1thstan ing the in b111ty of D fo 'a 

oharaoters to point the moral hich he pr sent in the pref o , it 

ie evident that he is makin a eerioue ttempt to direct public t

tention to the need of reforms in charities, educ tion and pr1 on 

conditions. In the preface to Colonel J ~. hioh h previo ly 

been discussed, he points out the v nt ee of educ tion nd ood 

training for poor neglected childr n, and ho , 1th the benefits of 

organized charities, many homeless youths ould be e ve fro a 

shameful death on the gallo a. In landers he reoo ends vir-

tue and generosity" and exposes "all sorts of vi e n corr ption of 

manners.' He uses the history of oll landers' de t i on d vi-

oiouaness as a arning to vain youn l di n atte pts to bo 

through her repentance that no tter ho lo and e io ble h n 

creature may beco e, there is still roo for deli er e. n be 

preface to Roxana, the Court D fo et t i r o to 

paint vice in 'low Tize colors ; be tte pts to ro t ro ox-

ana's o n oonf essiona and aokno led en ts th t the pleas e o b r 

1okedness as not orth the satisfaction of her repen 0 . b 

!ails to produce the desired result for the n r tio of ox 

amours and intrigues is deoid dl ore co vinci th b b l 

repentance. In ca tain Sin leton De o apologize l or hi 

character's vioes and is ore oarrie b he c pt in 0 e 

he Captain confesses that s 1 h b 0 

ligion nor does he regr t the t te o hi co soi 

against all 1 pres ion 0 hones y d h t . e c o-

o pts his fate s inevi t bl nd ppro ri te nd ils to r 0 

his icked career until be f inall deoi s to ref or ter bi 

hazardous adventures as a pirate ce se to attr ct 
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Notwithstanding Defoe's continual apologies for the oharao

ters and incidents which he portrays, he never worries greatly over 

their shocking revelations and obvi ous immorality, for his primary 

object is to effect a good sale and secure a fe pounds of profit. 

His writings are all for a practical purpose and the reform which he 

meditates is not in:frequently neglected in the relation. It is true 

that in Moll Flanders the moral purpose continues in evidence thro 

the larger part of the narrative , but in Captain Singleton and 

Colonel Jack the prefatory announcements are neglected for the more 

fascinating accounts of rogueries. 

This didactic quality in Defoe's fiction eigha heavily upon 

its literary merits, and the frequent intrusion of the author into 

the story by way of the repentant confessor, mars the excellence of 

the narration of incidents. As • Taine so nicely puts it, "His 

whole delight was to think he had a service to perform and that he 
82 was performing it." The curious thing about the refor ation of 

his characters is that they are only superf ioial co~ormings to the 

autho:' s . demands - they never really change or develop - they merely 

repent to ease their author's conscience as ell as their own - they 

wait until adventure ceases to lure them, and they a.re assured of 

good income. As the Colonel says, they "repent at leisure". 

We have seen that the didactic element of Le Di ble Boite 

hampered Lesage and spoiled the artistic effect of the hole bile 

in Gil Blas, the apparent neglect of any moral intention rendered 

the work infinitely more entertainin · But in efo ' s oase it is 

doubtful that an omission of the didactic quality 0 Ul.d have 1 prov

ed the literary excellence of the ~istories. For D ~oe enjoyed hav-

82. Taine, History of English Literature, Trans. by an Laun, 
Vol. III, --p. 259. 
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ing the con rete foundation of a moral aim on which he could erect 

low characters to justify his conclusions that vice should be re

warded with misery and virtue with repentance and happiness. He 

never delved very far into his purpose, but his practical bent of 

mind, together with his dissenting middle-class convictions of 

morality, perhaps persuaded him to conclude that the mere statement 

of a moral aim would affect the reading public. It is not to be 

wondered that he reveled in the bourgeois consciousness that his 

criminal narratives would turn a pretty penny and incidentally work 

some reform in the corrupt world. · 

Just as the literary sources and moral purposes of the two 

authors differ noticeably, so their genius is at marked variance. 

Lesage's genius is typically French. He has the "elan", the 

sprightly attack and subtle it of a Marivaux together with the epi

grammatic irony of a La Bruyere or a Saint-Simon. His nimble mind 

is ever ready to reveal another character - another condition, and 

set it off ith perspicuous neatness of phrasing. 

Lesage lived in the realm of letters and yet he mingle ith 

the crowd. He was the first French writer to earn a living by his 

pen. He tried the Spanish theater and produced numerous tr n la

tions and adaptations of Spanish plays; he then turned to creative 

drama and later to the picaresque tale. His imitation of the 

Seventeenth century literature made him belong more to the classic 

age than to his own times. Besides being a student of the theater 

and of the classic writers of France, Lesage was a remarkably keen 

observer of men and their customs. He frequented the oaf s and 

boulevards of Paris, and studied the "comedie humaine" which throng 1 

ed the streets and the markets. He was a sensible bourgeois hose 

shrewd intellect grasped the relative importance of matters. He 
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saw humanity as essentially mediocre, yet interesting by reason of 

its complexity. He glimpsed the imaginative possibilities of a sit

uation and developed it with all his facile wit and humor. He as 

keenly alive to the low and ridiculous in life. Yet this kno ledge 

did not agitate him greatly. He had the calm impersonal understand

ing of a philosopher who remains undisturbed by moral interests and 

spiritual conflicts. His impersonal, detached manner of observation 

together with his objective methods of composition, are in total con 

trast to the methods of the English Defoe. 

The genius of Defoe is quite opposed to the ni ble it and im-

personal observations of Lesage. Defoe was a respectable, middle

olass Dissenter, with a large fund of practical good sense and a 

capacity for detailed information. Primarily, a bus iness man and a 

politician he was naturally keen and far-sighted 1th little inclin

ati on for the purely pleasurable affairs of life. He as earnest 

and sincere in his dissenting convictions; he believed in religious 

toleration and hated the abuse of po er. • Taine calls attention 

to his "business man's type of imagination". It is, perhaps rather 

the imagination of a sturdy child ho demands concrete evidence to 

satisfy his curiosity. Defoe was interested in politics in trade 

and in journalism; quite naturally, he turned his 1 ination on 

historical subjects, on commercial projects and on contempor y sen

sations. Piracies, remote countries, cargoes, thefts, plantati ons 

and long j ourneys occupy his imaginative ctivities. Rob i nson Cru

soe travels across the Siberian plains, Captain Singleton crosses 

Africa, Colonel Jack goes back and f orth to his erioan plantation 

and Roxana alternates bet een Paris and London. 

of Defoe's literary tastes e knO very little beyond the 

contents of his library, which consisted for the moat part of polit 
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ical tracts, commercial projects, and books o~ travel. Defoe was ea 

sentially an active man and it is safe to assume that he drew largel 

on the material which he collected as a journalist for his fictitiou 

narratives, rather than on literary sources. He mingled with the 

bustling, active crowd of traders and the lower clas of sailors; 

from his imprisonment in Newgate he became acquainted with the crim

inal class of thieves and prostitutes and observed all the darker as 

pects of humanity. But he failed to grasp the complexity of human 

nature or the inner workings of his characters' minds. He observed 

humanity with little sympathy and understanding; hence it is that he 

never penetrates beyond mere external conditions. He is interested 

in his characters' actions, but not in the state of mind which 

causes them to act. "Defoe's characters," says . Leslie Stephen, 

"are so many repetitions of himself, placed under different circum

stances and cozrmiitting crimes in the way of business as Defoe ight 
83 

himself have carried on transactions." 

Both Defoe and Lesage lived in a particularly stirring period 

but Lesage, primarily a man of letters, held aloof from the politi

cal agitation of his day, hile Defoe, the man of the orld plunged 

recklessly into affairs of state and international relations. Lea e 

too, lived as much in the preceding century as in his own time· De-

foe was in many respects in advance of his o age. He advocated re 

ligioua toleration, education of omen, reforms in schools, in chari 

ties and in prisons. He hated the abuse of po er and directed n er 

ous of his pamphlets against tyrannical oppr ssion. His poem Jure 

Divino (1706) is satire against tyranny an the sub issive obedi-

ence of the public. Defoe as an intense party an, and although 

his political career cannot bear close investigation by reason of 

83. Sir 
~ 22-8M 
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his varied relations with the Whig and Tory parties, it is neverthe

less evident that he was a loy~l citizen, anxious for the glory of 

England abroad and her justice at home. 

In their choice of subjects both writers show a marked predi

lection for low characters. They are interested in the seamy, more 

degraded side of life. In Defoe, low characters predominate almost 

to the exclusion of any finer types; thieves, prostitutes, pirates 

and sailors mingle freely, content with their o n virtues and attrac

tions. In Roxana, The Court istress, there are glimpses of high 

ife, but the characters, if anything, are more repulsive than in the 

former histories; perhaps because Defoe was quite unfamiliar 1th the 

scenes and characters he was depicting. Defoe's field as compara

tively limited by his choice of subject; he chose only to represent 

conditions and characters in low life. Lesage, on the other hand, 

continued the vast perspectives of the Seven~eenth century. He mingles 

11 classes and all conditions; picaroe and servants form only as 1 

art of his narrative; it is cro ded with soldiers, actors, poets, 

inisters of state, bishops, doctors, courtesans and bourgeois . Both 

en took their characters and incidents largely from direct observa

ion. - Lesage is, perhaps, more of an impersonal onlooker, ho tran

his observations faithfully ithout allo ing moral interests 

o intrude. It is true that his psychological analysis is not pro

ound, but, despite this failing, his observations li e b reason of 

is ability to vivify them and create them ane • He understood the 

ariety in human nature, its selfishness and its romance; he as 

eenly alive to ne impressions as is his character, Gil Blas, hose 

omments on the various masters he serves, are shre d, impersonal and 

etached, yet essentially human. Defoe observed, but never grasped 

he significance of what he saw. There is a variety of form, but no 
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color in his pictures of life - he lacks the finer imaginative sen

sibilities of a poet and a philosopher. He cannot understand the 

varying moods of his characters; consequently, they are all after th 

same pattern. Like their creator, they possess no fine sentiments 

or elevating passions. They discourse on virtue with great readines 

and yet they never live up to the moral standard which their author 

has determined for them. Their moral antennae are as blunt and as 

little sensitive as any of Smollett's rogues. The characters, oll 

and Roxana, especially, exhibit the pachydermatous conscience of 

hardlen.ed criminals. The boy Jack is more human and lovable than the 

prosperous merchant into which he later ·develops, who discourses on 

his mercantile success and military prowess with all the afflatus of 

a Member of the Board of Trade. 

Defoe is usually commended for his remarkable character dra -

ing, his understanding of the emotions, jealousies and aspirations 

of low characters - a young Street Arab, a common prostitute, or a 

daring pirate. He is, in fact, superior to Lesage in his ability to 

draw a oharacter without giving an introductory full length portrait· 

but his characters never de elop or change essentially, even thou h 

they outwardly reform. Gil Blas develops into a mello philosopher, 

although he still retains a bit of his early cynicism and picaro 

training. Defoe's Moll and. Roxana are much the same throughout the 

entire relation;- despite their continued strivings after virtue 

they never succeed in arousing their moral sluggishness to a consci

ousness of their degradation. They are in the end much as they ere 

in the beginning - it is true, Roxana dies in prison and oll re

tires with her husband and a comfortable income to repent at leisure 

but Moll is still vain and Roxana greedy. Their repentance is me e

ly an outward conformance to the demands of their dissenting autbor 
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Although Defoe was interested primarily in characters, he had no per

ception of "fine shades of character or of character development; the 

feelings he represents are the simplest, and emotion with him is the 

exception rather than the rule.~4 Defoe is interested primarily in 

his characters' actions, not in commenting on them and drawing a con

clusion. Herein, it seems, lies the essential difference between Le 

sage and Defoe. Lesage watches the procession of characters and 

points out their foibles; Defoe mingles ith the crowd and assists 

in its actions like the directors of a puppet sho . When the bo 

Jack loses his gold in the hollow tree, he cries out in a rage, runs 

back and forth, and wrings his hands; when he regains it, he shouts 

and laughs. The emotions of Defoe's characters are never interprete 

or analyzed. They usually are manifested in a primitive fashion and 

acted out in the manner of charades. en Robinson Crusoe discovers 

the foot-prints of savages, he is terrified and vociferously announ

ces his fright to the silent island. The people of Defoe' s narra

tives never reflect: they never conceal their emotions - on the con

trary, they discourse extensively on the slightest provocation. The 

author intrudes himself into his characters' actions, perhaps beca s 

they are all after the same piece, and that x. Dani 1 Defoe. He 

does not interpret their actions, he merely exhibits them in all 

their familiar con:fidencea. Lesage, by his comments, serves to par

tially reveal his characters' motives and feelings, but he fails to 

produce the illusion of reality; perhaps because he is so fond of 

carioat'ij.l"e. 

Defoe's characters are on the hole more human and convi cing 

than those of Lesage, either because they are fe er and more simple 

84. Chandler, Literature of Roguery, Vol. II, P· 293. 



or beoause they are more disoursive and confiding. e feel that 

they are faulty and often ~icioua, but robust, vigorous, hardy, and 

possessed of a good understanding bich reflects the practical good 

sense of their creator. Defoe's interes t is primarily in character 

delineation rather than in incidents, so it is not surprising that 

he surpasses his French contemporary in adhering to the unity of 

character. ith him the plot is secondary and serves only as a 

stage on which the hero and heroine recite the role hich the author 

has prepared in coordance with his dissenting convi ctions. Lesage's 

aim is to recount tricks and satirize manners, so that 1th him the 

plot is of equal importance with the characters, especially as it 

serves to throw a ne light on contemporary manners. 

The narrative methods of the t o writers are indicative of 

their own particular temperaments. Defoe's factual imagination and 

his practical good sense serve him ell. Re narrates simply and 

forcefully each minute detail of his observation, but he never dis

tinguishes between the really important and the trivial. Re never 

pauses by the way or gets entangled in varied and numerous threads 

of narrative, because the plot is simple, the subjects ele entary 

and his primary concern is to dra character rather than to develop 

incidents. Lesage, on the other hand, has numerous threads of nar

rative which cross and recross throughout the adventurous career of 

Gil Blas. These are constantly dropped and gathered up again after 

they are apparently forgotten, and finally in the conclusion are as 

sembled and loosely knotted. Defoe employs the picaresque device of 

leaving a fe stray ends as in the story of Roxana:- her maid, .Amy 

never really confesses to the murder of Roxana's daughter, and yet 

it is understood by both Roxana and the reader. 

Defoe also uses literary devices to produce the illusion of 
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reality. He is usually recommended for his rem rk ble po er of 

creating verisimilitude, hich is, after all, r ther ai le nd ob

vious. It requires an inexhaustible patienoe, an bility for close 

detail, and a total lack of perspective hioh makes possible the g 

nifying of minor incidents. Thia quality Defoe had, together 1th a 

concrete imagination and a journalistic skill in lying like the 

truth. He employs all the little devices for aining reality; in

significant detail and pretended diainterestednee of the narrator, 

as well as various hints as to the impossibility of the story hich 

only serve to convince the r ad.er of its probability. In the pref c 

to Roxana, he states that perhaps all these relations ma not prove 

true, but "the writer kno s the first part of the star to be the 

truth, although he cannot vouch for the last part, because it lay 

abroad •••••• yet as she has tol it herself we have the ls rea on 

to question the truth of that part also. 85 Si 11 rly in the pre!ac 

to oll Fland rs, he saerts that the hiator is en ine "altho h 

the original of this story is put into n ords and the at le o 
86 

the famous lady e speak of is here a little 1 foe ee 

e to think that a novel had to pretend to tell a tru histor nd 

indicate a orthy moral in order to j stify its ere tio . 

Defoe employs his narrativ ethod pri arily to rev l ch 

acter. Hence, it follo e that the plot is tiT l 11 ht 

the incidents secondary. In 
~~~---

or f ollo a th 

heroine through her succ saive la aes fro virt her rri ea 

her ido hoods - her co rci 1 venture , her thefts 1 0 -

ment at ewgate, her transportation to ir ini 

86. Roxana, G. A. }Jtken edition, Preface. 
86. oll Flanders, Preface. 
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and he fin 1 re-

d 
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pentance upon her return to England with her husband and one of her 

numerous sons. Similarly Colonel Jack is concerned with his early 

thefts, his commercial enterprises and his military prowess; Captain 

Singleton with piracies, and Roxana with intrigue and low relations. 

In Roxana, Defoe approaches the novel of manners; he attempts the 

"circular" plot, but the whole lacks unity and interest. The char

acters are for the most part unnatural, perhaps because Defoe is go

ing outside of his own sphere in dealing with court ladies and gen

tlemen rather than inmates of Newgate and tradespeople. The plot 1n 

any one of his narratives is slight and easy to follow. In Lesage , 

incidents are equally important with character and the plot is more 

complex and elaborate by reason of the numerous classes which are 

passed in review. 

We have seen that Defoe is superior to his contemporary, Le

sage, in character portrayal and in creating verisimilitude by enu

merative detail; that Lesage is more capable of developing i ncidents 

and episodes and in creating a little world in which all classes and 

conditions move, and that both are equally skillful in methods of 

narration. 

The style of the two writers is peculiarly adapted to the nar

rations which they propose to relate. Lesage, in writing a satire 

directed partly against preciosite, uses a simple, natural languag , 

clear and perspicuous , with plenty of neat epigrams and fine aphor

isms to lend it color. Defoe is telling a simple story; consequent

ly his style is plain and homely, yet at the same time, forceful, 

simple and direct. His novels are a development from his journalis

tic writings; in them are exhibited all the vigor, clearness and ac

curacy of his earlier career as a pamphleteer. His aim to make his 

story appear authentic obliged him t o indulge in unnecessary detail, 



so that frequently the force and expressiveness of his style are 

wasted on dull and trivial relations. In the oase of Lesa e the 

language is perhaps too continually clever - the brillianoy never 

ceases. Defoe's manner, although for the most part familiar and di

rect, inclines frequently toward the oratoriosl: "Ho strange a 

chequer-work of Providence is the life of man! and by what secret 

differing springs are the affections hurried about as different cir

cumstances present? To-day we love what tomorrow we hate; today we 

seek what tomorrow we shun; today we desire what tomorrow e fear; 
87 

nay, even tremble at the apprehensions of." Or, take an example of 

his more familiar conversational manner. "I was not averse to a 

tradesman; but then I would have a tradesman, forsooth, that as 

something of a gentleman too; that when my husband had a mind to car 

ry me to court or to the play, he might become a sword, and look as 

like a gentleman as another man; and not like one that had the neck 

of his apron-strings upon his coat, or the mark of his hat upon his 

periwig; that should look as if he as set to his sword, hen his 
88 

sword was put on him, and that carried his trade in his countenance. 

Defoe is master of a clear, forceful narrative prose which compen

sates for its lack of charm by its naturalness and si lioity. He 

has nothing of the elegancies and neat phrasings of Lesa e, but he 

has his art of easy narrative hich is supplemented by a multiplici-

ty of detail and minute observations. 

A brief summary of the points made in the fore oing compari-

son may serve to indicate more clearly the e~act dif erences and 

likenesses of these two writers of rogue romances. Lesage used the 

Spanish picaresque type as his literary model in developing Le 'able 

87. Robinson Crusoe: The orks of Daniel Defoe, Boston, P• 80. 
88. Moll Flanders: Lee & Shepard co., Edition de Luxe P• 77. 
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Boiteux and Gil Blas; Defoe used the matter of criminal biographies 

in forming hie tales of rogueries. Whether or not Defoe was influ

enced by Lesage's Gil Blas remains a debatable question. Both au

thors profess a didactic purpose in writing their narr a tives; but in 

reality they frequently neglect this stated moral aim for the more 

fascinating account of rogueries. Lesage as well as Defoe chooses 

his characters from low life, but in Lesage's "histories" a variety 

of characters and classes is introduced in keeping with his purpose 

of depicting a "oomedie humaine". Defoe is interested chiefly in 

character delineation and Lesage in inventing episodes; hence it 

follows t hat Defoe is superior in character dra ng nd Lesage, in 

developing incidents. The style of the two writers reflects their 

training and their period; Lesage uses the epigrammatic irony of the 

Seventeenth century classical school and the brilliant aphoristic 

phrasings of his own early comedies - Defoe continues the repertori a 

manner of his earlier labours in the journalistic field and develops 

a vigorous prose style, not entirely unlike that of Seventeenth cen

tury writers of criminal biographies. 
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